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control it hands over the photographers.
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4 -Go Rocket Launcher

For the more ambitious rocket modeller, this launch controller by Robin Abbott works
with popular rocket kits to fire four rockets simultaneously; or rockets in sequence, or
automatic finnq at one second intervals or after a traditional 10 second count down.
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GCSE Grounding: High -Low Timer Module

Electronic modules by Terry Balbirnie for students and hobbyists at GCSE Technology
level. This month: an adjustable two -position delayed timer. All the modules may be
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the serious Medium Wa.
enthusiast has extra front-end seiectivity to narrow down the bandwidth ut frequencies
accepted, improve signal -to -nap rritins and help prevent weak signals being
swamped by strong ones.
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Fast Fivers 7 - Animated starburst

This 'light'weight display by Owen Bishop can decorated in any way you like. and
hung in a window or on a Chnstmas tree. This is a little more ambitious than most of
the "Fast Fivers" - good for a dark winter evening messing about with glitter and LEDs.
Get the kids to help.
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OPEN Monday to Saturday.
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SERIES PLEASE RING US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
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SATELLITE POWER SUPPLY REPAIR KITS
SAT660

SATPSU2

SRD510. SRD520. SR0540. SRD550
SRDR45
SRD500
SRX320. SRX340. SRX345. SR X350
SRX100
SRD600
SAT250 SR950. SRD700 SA0950.
SRX1002. SRX2001, SRX301
SRX501. SRX502
SRD2000

SATPSU3

11

IRD150
IRD155

SATPSU4
SATPSUS
SATPSU6
SATPSU14
SATPSU16

TI500

I SATPSU2

PRD800. PRD900. PSR800. PSR900
MRD920. SS9000. SS9010. SS9200.

SATPSUI
SATPSU2

SS92 0 SS9220
SATPSU18

ST700

FPID

TR I

I SATPSUI

SATPSUI
RS4

tiggyzegmegli ;IAA

SRE250S/I. SREISCIS/1
RE250S. SRE350S. SRE450S

I SATPSU2

SATPSUI
SATPSU2

99 RI- DU200

SATPSU6
SATPSU7
SATPSUS
SATPSU9
SATPSUIO

650p
650p
730p
900p
1230p

U1

SATPSU11

835p

SATPSUI6

SAT PSU 12

1735p
3125p
1115p

SATPSU I7
SATPSU 18

1175p

SATPSUI9

650p

SATPSUI3
SATPSU14
SATPSU15

PACE SATELLITE TUNERS
PRD800. MSS200 (2GHZ) (221-2077062)
PRD900. MSS500. MSSI000 (2Ghz) (221-2177012)

SATPSU6
SATPSUS
SATPSU9
SATPSUIO

AEI

SATPSUI9

650p
650p
650p
650p
650p

0100. D150.
MSS100
APOLLO MSS200 MSS300
MSS500 MSSI 000

SATPSUI
SATPSU2

I

IR0200, FIRD3000

SATPSU12

SATPSU1
SATPSU2
SATPSU3
SATPSU4
SATPSUS

SATPSUI5

N TYPE PSU ONLY

730p
850p

PACE SWITCH MODE TRANSFORMERS

I TUNER01
TUNER02

I

1650p
1650p

900(1

IMPACEPRD800 PRD900

I't1l lB04'

8000
550p

SATMETER
THE SATMETER IS A PROFESSIONAL PORTABLE SATELLITE STRNGTH METER DESIGNED FOR THE INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SATELLITE
TV SYSTEMS. THE SATMETER CAN BE USED AS STAND ALONE METER WITH POWERING THE LNB AS WELL AS IN LOOP THROUGH OPERATION WITH
SATELLITE RX POWERING THE LNB.

ACOUSTICAL SIGNAL ON SIGNAL STRENGTH
INPUT IMPEDENENCE 75 Ohm
MAX.INPUT SIGNAL -10 DBM

LED INDICATOR: VERTICAL/HORIZONTAL
POWER AMPLIFIER: 18 DB

ORDER CODE: T_OOL

FREQUENCY RANGE: 900 TO 2050 MHZ
DETECTION RANGE: -60 TO -10 DBM

PRICE: 8500p

SATELLITE LNB'S
4. t77 (..-ambeldpe M14 ur

.

L143 10 7,11 MI 7-12 75 01-t7

I`:
INE12

Carnondop AE.21sAE5 Snolot OP svo4rrorgIN8 1 013 %extra
Cambridge AE MANS Simla 0.9 Sonichng LNB 086 Ennorapo
Correndde AErNAE 12 0 80EIFftw1ced 10 7 "
Gold Ringo
1

LI/B3
LN34
LNB5
LNB6

VT2500p
2050p
20600
2 I Nir

0488

Carntadge AE2 Owl
1-1-V Supra* Erimnona
Grtrallg Super Untanial 'Am' 10 7.12.75 GM: 0 PAP
Gnstiti LHz
'Ars' 10.7-12 75 0Hz 1 OdB
Cantsnap AE1 Tan OM 14.V Bolh Stenclood

35800
26000
22500
40000

LNR9

LNBI0
114811

44),. -

FUSES

CERAMIC PLUG TOP
100mA
160mA
25OrnA

315mA
400mA
500mA
630mA
800mA
IA

1.25A
1.6A
2A
2 5A
3 15A
4A
SA

6 3A

FUSE36
FUSE01
FUSE02
FUSE03
FUSE04
FUSE05
FUSE06
FUSE07
FUSE08
FUSE09
FUSE10
FUSE11

FUSE12
FUSE13
FUSE14
FUSE15
FUSE16

75p
75p
75p
75p
75p
75p
75p
60p
60p
60p
60p
50p
50p
55p
55p
60p
60p

FUSE 37

FUSEI7
FUSE 18

FUSE19
FUSE20
FUSE21
FUSE22
FUSE23
FUSE24
FUSE25
FUSE26
FUSE27
FUSE28
FUSE29
FUSE30
FUSE31

FUSE32

60P
50p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
60p
50p
50p
50p
50p

3A
5A
13A

FUSE33
FUSE34
FUSEa5

4
100p
100p
100p

20mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
BA

10A

3 I 5A
4A
5A

FUSE39
FUSE40
FUSE41
FUSE42
FUSE43

100p
100p
85p
85p
850

38mm CERAMIC TIME LAG
10A

FUSE48

32mm CERAMIC SLOW BLOW

NB.

ALL FUSES ARE MADE IN THE UK AND FULLY MEET
BS4265 & BS1362 SAFETY STANDARDS AND SHOULD NOT
BE COMPARED WITH CHEAP IMPORTED TYPES.

BA

10A
15A

20A

FUSE44
FUSE45
FUSE46
FUSE47

**ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE FOR PACKS OF 10 FUSES**

TRANSISTORS
s'.
7437
7436
7442
7647

V..
6 PIN

4 100v
411

II PA

SP

6P

95 MN

nip

31/0i

SOCKETS

vs PM
106
179
3P

72 PIN
24 PIN

TO P4
4c Pin

tlo

SVCS

UVICOV

1317

150

RA BI

136

74/100V
911670

4037

WATT

7/7 70 36v

53

13
797 TO lav

WATT

sr.

933

24/200/
51100
401400

379
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4333

211/1101N

SONO

43p

2A00:9
9R32

639
43p

TOs

89134
2ANOOV

'103

9R36

4ap

VOLTAM
REGULATORS

'112

81362

8033

6440)V
93164

72p

7901
7912
7615
7914
7104

OR252

1469

1191254

1469

150p

6

754103V
24A000v

EL011

556699
754E

721.15

191351

LOS

7012
7E16

79324

7E16

6E352
)5W2009

TKOS

911364

7102

6E366

.913011.9130

754116
9R2611
1616103,

11113177
714310113
7119101110

6744

20170

1755

17127

2003
233p
2329
100p

11721

1561011

MISR
90 264
50613

LTA' SUM
OP

69p

114/407V

T=7110

19
Sp

11.424COV

RECTANGULAR

693

1102350

160

1219400V
711:2410

IGE

761253

1110p

116439

LED.

EAMON

NE)

Sc

712610

YELLOW

110

25491300

OP

246061

200

139

364

4621

23p

Eft

40111

021

*OM

7E40140

40161
40174
40102
40193
40164
40757

74.4016*
74.1C112

74140E3
/4/40164

003

037

4034

709
429

660

N.

MP
300
Elp
72p
420

1539

(1116

11133,

ONO

6521

,3011

010

71179

4056
4057

7073
11300

6160

MO9

5000

74640123
74410125

7414C137

4052
4053
4064
4066
4065
4030

SOOp
50017

71E0107

349
179
529

72

7/0p

74606
70016

4069
4030
4032

4C61

6330

7.1.1Crl

4565
40103
40105
40105
40107
40110
40114

26013

Now

1114C74
701C711

290

4622
0100
6902
6103
6109
0109
5610

47256.17

74.4cn

4101)

40E

4049
6050

130
13p
130
13p
193

1016A

044410v

45E3

130

749-244

200

259

450
26o
sap
70p
360
366
366
570
529
529
40p
529

300p
3600

74/4027
741.051

4.664

4043
4046
4016
4047

003/

70120

193

1939

7109

701406
761010
7444[11
74/10 14

007

4041
4042

626.10

74144 111631111

7414=

4657
4563

10p

i5Op

130

310
769

4072
4073
4024
4023
4076
4077

4035
4031
4040

109

741-

452
027
4626
4529
4632
4663
4555

2.

4020

039
039

N.

13)

30:9
2eD

6160
1111111610116

RONDO!

160

205p

340

EOM

4512
4614
4515
4519
6517

4521

1000

6602A

7612250

4511

130

46111

4193

110o

133.

4002
4033
4037

ate

200p
220p

4164-15
4164-12
41256-15
41296-12
41266-10
41464.12

41:03
4001

4510

160

IN.

74157

4,9011

130

13Ft

7006
56

7410

4403
4501
4607

C1106 EN

179

6110

1102060

450.

2119

116p

7410
7463

7465
74132

4602

6126

4012
4013
4014
4011
4014

wte2

7E6

4501

4011

163,

74115

4.339

4010

1006
7036
164

"In
Wier

7421

4001

760

750
103p

7464
7473

4094

2100

75107
75110
75113

26713

4.42460V

Sc

MASAO 1

100p
2000
403
210p

2336

TRIACS

50

MEOW

74660

1064

,50011

150p
150p

51765A/0313/

71191013C

66305

2009

27129
27256-25
27512

40

714111:03/
16

RECEPOI

17091
17010

10505

711412130

(NUN

11202061s

VIM

36V0403/

Or 27494

1C013

2746

165p

351/300V

GREEN

87116

220p

2400

2540009

YELLOW

sob

379
959
100p

SEE

to131303

MOD

203p

1102136

OE

ES,

611103

6590N

75162
75193
75196
2114
2532
31E332
2719
2732
27221,

25404003

6106
6260

2113

2110/00-2

6104.4COV51

SEE
RE)

4022
4393

221.4

01010

Z1OACPV

7614
7624
7105
7601

ORRIN

1073

11A4NOI

COMPUTER C's

7115

YELLOW

ICES
4016

291239
MOOT

RED

4011

1136

124.00V

299

0400E 5

2251

94

tIANOT1
TIC 1760

210

1011
14/400/D

2LNE11

750

769

WO4

39.400V

20 PE

70

31002

,4207/

4076
0377
4076

IA/307N
7301110

40136

ION

7161C1211

74/C132
7010137
7491C147

741C153
74140154
7491C157
7411C161

7010545

74410566
74

lemon

744C174
74110175

74/10110

74/C192

7400
7401

74140193

7402
7403
7404
7406
7406
7407
7406
7400
7413

743C194
74440195

74/4=1

740C231
74910240
74140241

74E0242

74/1074.3

74E0245
749C251
74/10757

74,4
7416
7417
7420

4141:259
74441:273

704285

7421

744C613

7425

SERVICE AIDS

VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
VIDEO HEAD CLEANER
SWITCH CLEANER
SUPER 40
SILICONE GREASE
FREEZE IT
FREEZE IT
FOAM CLEANER
ANTI STATIC
AEROKLEANE
AERO DUSTER
AERO DUSTER
PLASTIC SEAL
GLASS CLEANER
COLDKLENE

75ML
200ML

SPO1

176ML
400ML
200ML
170ML
400ML
400ML
200ML
200ML
150ML
400ML
200ML
250ML
250ML

SPO2

SP27
SP15
SPO3
SPO4

SP16
SPO5
SPO6
SPOT
SPO8

180p
250p
180p
250p
210p
320p
600p
200p
190p

SPO9

220p
310p
550p
250p

SP10
SP13

230p

SP17

160p

EXCEL POLISH 80
ADHESIVE 120
LABEL REMOVER 130
REFURB 140
TUBE SILICON GREASE
TUBE TUBE SILICON
SEALANT WHITE
TUBE SILICON SEALANT
CLEAR
TUBE HEAT SINK COMPUND
DRIVE CLEANER
SCREEN CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT
ANTI STATIC FOAM CLEANER
AIR DUSTER

250ML
400ML
200ML
400ML
50 GRAMMES

SP18
SP19
SP20
SP21
SP11

150p
190p
240p
240p
220p

75ML

SP22

280p

75ML

SP23

280p
150p
150P
150p
2100p
175p
450p

25 GRAMMES SP12
SP24
200ML
200ML
SP25
SP26
400ML
SP28
SP29
400ML

ALL THE ABOVE ITEMS ARE MANUFACTURED BY SERVISOL
IF YOU PURCHASE MORE THAN ONE SERVISOL PRODUCT POSTAGE & PACKING WILL BE CHARGED AS FOLLOWS.
300P FOR 5 CANS
450p FOR MORE THAN 5 CANS

GRAN DATA LTD

K P HOUSE. UNIT 15. POP IN COMMERCIAL CENTRE.
SOUTHWAY. WEMBLEY. MIDDLESEX. ENGLAND HA9 OHB
Telephone: 0181-900 2329 Fax: 0181-903 6126
OPEN Monday to Saturday.
Times: Mon -Fri 9.00-5.30 Sat 9.00-2.00

PLEASE PHONE US FOR TYPE NOT LISTED HERE AS WE ARE
HOLDING 30.000 ITEMS AND QUOTATIONS ARE GIVEN FOR
LARGE QUANTITIES
P10640 *end i1 PEP and VAT at 17.55. Govt. Colleges. etc.

Orders accepted Please allow 7 days tor delivery Prices quoted are subeect
to stock avail/11397y and may be changed without notice.
TV and video parts sold are reptscernent parts
Access & Visa Card accepted

WE STOCK TV AND VIDEO SPARES. JAPANESE TRANSISTORS AND TDA
SERIES PLEASE RING US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

OVERSEAS READERS
To call UK telephone numbers, replace the initial 0 with your local overseas access code plus the digits 44.

The Patent Office puts intellectual
copyright information on the Web
The UK Patent Office has

lanched its own Web
site at

http://www.patent.giv.uk.
with arrsicis to over 400
pages of ntcenabon
about intellectual
property. and the
publications and services
of the Patents Office. The
site is held on the Patent Offices own Web server and wd be
updated on the day that news or other information arrives at the
office.

The hone page offers inks nto sections on Copyright,
Designs. Patents aid Trade Marks. There are also inks to a
Newcomers' sikip (which explains the differences between types
of ntellectual property), contact details. news pages, publications.
prices aid commercial search stances. Users are helped by an
Excite search engine wain the
property tights on the Internet is intended to be useful to those
providing or using on-ine material.
Under each of the meta 1 ref In rys is a description of the

nature of the right ciescnbec. and the votectun is otters. as
as guidance on how to acquire or assert the rights and how,
where necessary or appropriate, to renew them.
The Patent Office plans to dedelop nteractive elements on the
site to enable users to gan access to forms. In the bong term,
access to the patent and trade marls databases IS under
consideration.
The site was designed by the Central Office of Information to
be "stytish. easy to load and use, and U of helpful crossreferences and useful infuirriatun." VVeloorning the site, minister of
state John Battle said: "... the Patent Office Web site provides a
valuable resource and pont of reference. Innovative businesses.
university departments and schools should bookmark this site
now" Isaac Asrnov would bike the idea of bookrnarkrig Internet
sites.

The home page also provides a Irk to a "Focus on a particular
technology". The first technology to be featured ts the widget or
"device for promoting froth", staling with Guinness's first patent
on the sub(ect in 1972. The sites dearty being promoted with
engineering and technology personnel in mind. although whether
the marketing focus is right on Liget is open to debate, as
observation nolicates that they tend to prefer
ale aid
imported beers in chunky bottles.
For more reformation ion the Patent Office Web site) contact
Dave Morgan. the Patent Office. ter 016'33 8147(11

Radio Rally at Canvey Island next month
The Thirteenth South Essex Amateur Radio Society Radio and Computer Rally MI be held at The Paddocks. Lntri Road. Canvey Saar.:
illklex at the end of the A130 on 1st February 1998. Doors open at 10.30 am arid the Rely features Aniat.-!,,,i
-(-,rnputer and
Illactroric component exhibitors, Bring aid Buy, RSGB Morse testing on demand (bring two passport photos it yoi want to take the
and refreshments. Tliete is free car parking. with spare by the man doors for disabled visitors. "One of too t-Kile a -id best rallies
ssex, getting bigger every year!" say the organisers. Admission is £1. For more nformaton contact David
14.4
:11)68 697971

New Amateur 136 kHz Receiver Kit
foridye Kits nave producer.] a receiver hit for the [fey,
iteur band on 136 kilohertz. This IS a lower -cost version of
r 60 kHz receiver. originally designed for them MSF Clock,
details for modification to 136 kHz. The compact receiver
runes a narrow band IF (100 Hz wide), S meter arid
1

Radio Spectrum group set up by
Government
Minister for Science, Energy and Industry John Battle has
announced a new body, the Spiertrum Management Advisory
Group (SMAG). to advise Ministers on "strategic spectrum
management issues" and play an important role in developing
the application of spectrum pricing.
The SMAG will initially report to Barbara Roche. Minister

headphone outputs. 50 dB AGC range and a built-in antenna
capable of receiving stations up to 3000 miles away. The
introductory price to readers quoting ETI with their order is
£29.30 including UK post and packing. Contact Cambridge
Kits, 45 Old School Lane, Milton, Cambridge C84 4BS. Tel
01223 860150.

responsibre for the Radocommunications Agency. who will
also make appointments to the committee.
A summary of 60 responses to the consuttative documen'
"Implementing Spectrum Pricing", issued on May 29th this
year, is available from the Radiocommunications Agency's
library and information service (Tel. 0171 211 0500, fax 0171
211 0507), and with the responses in full from the Agency's
Web site at http://www.open.gov.uk/radioconV
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New P3 cordless mini power tool
Jose work ,1:.d
Adth Pen
engraving. Palm Grip for sanding, cutting and carving,
and Pistol Grip for drilling. The Mini Power Tool and its
25 accessories come in a sturdy plastic carrying case
and includes an overnight plug-in charger and 12
months full guarantee.
For more information, a catalogue or list of
stockists, call Minicraft on 07000 6464 27238.

The new coruiess poweituoi Num Minmatt
and useful for craft and household precision tasks. The
Mini Power Tool can cut, polish, grind, engrave and drill
in wood, plastic. ceramics, glass and light metals, runs
at 9,500 rpm and has 25 interchangeable accessories
to do the tasks. The new model P3 can run for 35
minutes between recharges, considerably longer than
its MB1037 predecessor.
Another feature of the new model is the Minicraft

Memory cards for use with digital cameras
memory maker Kingston Technology Is launching two new oata storage devices
capable of use In, among other things, the current digital cameras from Kodak
and Fuji. The Kodak Digital Science DC120 camera, the 15 MB CompactFlash
"memory card retails at £173, while for the Fuji DS -7 digital camera it is offering a
2 MB Solid State Floppy Disk Card (SSFDC) for £21. Optional PCMIA type II
adapters for downloading the data to a computer for processing are available for
the CompactFlash Card at £17. and the adapter for the SSFDC card at £73.
The Fuji DS -7 uses the new SSFDC technology, with its postage stamp -sized
cards, for data storage. The makers offer a serial link cable to connect the
camera and a computer for transfer of the stored data. With the help of the
SSFDC adapter, it is possible to transfer data from the floppy disk card directly
without a cable, to a computer equipped with a PC Card type II slot. The
floppy disk cards can be inserted into the adapter and removed again while
,,
the computer is running, as with a standard disk drive. The adar,-,
compatible with Fuji hardware, software and diagnostics. and rLOr
and Windows 3.1 and 3.11, Windows 95. Windows NT and OS/2. and
supports plug and play under Windows 95 and Windows NT.
Kingston's CompactFlash memory cards, which are likewise fully
compatible with the hardware, software and diagnostics for the Kodak DC2fand DC120 digital cameras, have robust design and fast data transfer rates
of up to 8 MB per second. The PC card adapters for these memory cards
permit rapid convenient transfer of data to any computer with a PC Card
type II slot. The CompactFlash products support Dos/Windows 3.1 and
3.111, Windows 95, Windows NT and OS12.
The memory devices can also be used in personal organisers. pages.
games consoles and portable computers, printers and scanners. Kingston
also runs a free technical support hotline.
The CompactFlash and SSFDC memory cards and adapters are
distributed in the UK by Datrontech, tel. 01256 360360. Ingram Mic!
)1908 260422 and Simms International, tel. 0181 877 7777.
information and a compatibility list for the FlashCard and digita'
can be obtained from Kingston Technology. Kingston Court, Br Close, Sunbury -on -Thames. Middx TW16 7EP Tel. 01932 73r
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POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES -TURNTABLES -DIMMERS
LOUDSPEAKERS -19 INCH STEREO RACK AMPLIFIERS
OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER. TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
EY PROFESSIONAL USERS

M

A L'A

IMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULE

TEEITIEL

SUPSIUSID WEAVE ERIN

Mao* ..iliMm
me*. re
ay.., ..i-11cMai
iroo
waft. r gooloomayee 42 11110
WY, MEM Miriam 1.01. 1 WI 1841
was n
made 1ec410115 S Wait. MOWN Wm* Per WPCS ma
Mg Moo c Wpm MOTT

(ovall M 'wow em Ye molor M mod* aS 1819 Ofts,
THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED EY PROFESSIONAL USERS

011/P/1111 100 M55 -E1 Output power 110 walls
H.M.S. 5140 4 elms, Irsquncy response IHT 100KHz
300 Slew Rate 45V/i/S.
-3411. Damping Fedor
T.M.D. tEplolil 0.002'.. Input Sensitivity 93OrnV. S.M.R.
-110 de Site 300 123 I 150mm
C3.50 PIP
PROM C40.6 6

OMPtIEF 200 Mes-F*I Output pow*, 200 walls
200W)

RMS into 4 ohms. frequency response 1/1: 100KHz
300. Slew Rat* SOY/oS.
Damping Factor
34113.
T H D typical 0 001' .. Input Samlifylly 500nW. S.N.R.
-110 de Size 300 155 100mm
C4.00 PIP
PRICE 164.35

FEATURES. *irdersodiriti peen, wpm. W. We WWI Weekinow ma LEO Vs malec

OMPRF 300 Mos-Fitt Output power 300 welts

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 (100W
100W) MXF400 (200W
M X F600 (300W
300W) M X FD00 (450W
450W)
AU. POWER RATINGS R.M.S. INTO OHMS, SOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN

casIntli 111WWWW WI WKS XIII temmider glimIsrol TRW Wello Opse sel dun Prod
prod Labia Ilse-Filis Ms saes Ws Few. 01110 MN Ortimee sive WI 1110 0. rsl Wry Mee
Belorlion Aka/Mr boom WOW II WEIN Isci Wed MIS D C Moslopioeim sod WNW WOW,
Wm NE WORD CEVNI SX CURL PEW =mu. INSCO6 ETC.

R M S into 4 ohms. trequiTncy rspons 1Hz - 1 OOKH:
300. Slew Ral 130V/uS.
3dB Damping Factor
T H D typical 0 001'..Input SnsItIvIty 500mV. S.N.R.

C5.00 PIP

PRICE 081.75

110600 W19 .116'. (3U).D13"
MXF100 W I S OW

175 .10Ornm

110 dB Size 330

91299.- 11A10100 W I II .H3'.' EtiAr D11"
MXF00 Wi
(311)I1212"

OMP11111 450 Mos-Ft Output pews. 450 walls
S into 4 ohms frequncy rspons 1H: 1001(M:

(30).1114'"

PRICES:- MXF2 00 CI 7 5.00 M XF4 00 C2 3 3.135

MXF600 C329.00 NI XF900 0449.15

-3015

300.

Slew Rats 751//uS.

t 1 0 de. Fan Cooled D.C. LoudaPMIIIT PTONIC1100. 2
Second And -Thump Delay. Stze 3E5 210 105nwn.

;

"0.773T1n-it

Damping Facia'

I H D alma! 0 001'-.. Input SnisIllyNy SOOrnV, S.N.R.

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL (12 SO EACH

PRICE 01 22.66

C5.00 PAP

-

00411'14F 1000 1110,44 Output power 1000 web
Ft M S

onto 2 ohms. 725 watts

11 M.S

1.110 4 ohms,

Irequincy reopens* 1H: 100KHz -3dB. Damping
300. SW* Rats 75V/0S. T.M.D. typical
Factor
0 002',.. Input Unsay*/ SOOmV. S N.R. .110 dB. Fan
Cooied. D C loudspeaker Proloction. 2 S0001141

Worespol 1-111sy Mow Wm Caw 0 Maned in 11' IU case Esdo ckw.l W Drs Neel seWle
kw WI E bes The nommilMo IraM Wm plisse mow 10 M proprnsblis DA strange m addle Se

Mb -Thump Daily Siz 422 300 1 iSinnt.
C1 2.00 PIP
PRICE C26111.00

isimaorer Ireimsow 114isoWid 2W100401010 ISM lop 1 ISVSK1to. M WWII see Wpm Bess WHO saldies
a eadi nese chsemel No. aI 775.ev tosnitiesiloca Folly ceintsMIEN oollk OW mid aff*Wher W amidellse

MGR [1 17.44 CS.00 P&P
rid 1:1401 Ii-leTel.:1/ 14:5.1PirPliR1.1 z

NOSPIT Mosowli ARE a1WAMX OM TWO in111010110
11.111014D 1.1140 SON 004*1., WAD 110111.00101.

* ECHO A SOUND EFFECTS*

FEC (11081141101.M. MCIUIT Ocomievinell) - 19 saw

11 Me/ taco 10114 01111.4 01108 ST 410.100 ON PIG.

STEED DISCO MIXER ea 7 . P kW

L I R pada opielmen

be. graph
MANE OUTETANDMO

1DITFT33TTTITL'

LID No maim
RIATININe amadas lam wile need I
Weed *salad, DJ 1114 .411. 4* -ewer

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVA I
, INCLUDING CAEINET FITTINGS. SPEAKER

GRILLES, CROSS -09 ENS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH
FREQUENCY IULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE ()

e s.1111. 6 Claramis sae 1 Wars

pas eras Weems Neeleaswe Soda. III
Sound Meas. Ueekil eemaletsile M she
breeme 3 lenisblse (emigh 3
Wee. S limier CD. Tae Mee Pc

(60p STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKatzlo and Fame Loudepesika ar also available.

ERR 411111 ERIK 110mm
Price C144.05 C5.00 PEP
'71. TTTilrfsiTiT4-"Ti-147LW01211741F1

ri7Trirr4-4111r1:111:7714I1111:71EalkiNSIg
ALL EMINENCE UNITS OHMS IMPEDANCE
100 WATT R.M.S. NEL 100 GEN PURPOSE LEAD GUITAR. EXCELLENT Mils DISCO

Ain De Nese mwaileat TM Ism dpseidc mem as vela ad) 0 Mae seesaw paean a warmed RES FREO 7211z FRED RE SP TO COO SENS 5701
PRICE E32.71 VLOO PIP
Irenslea rename elln lade disionso irrei Pm Rowe Rama asaws. As crasser is ivel rewired 10- 430 WATT R.M.S. MET 0-100 GUITAR. VOCAL, KEYBOARD. DISCO. EXCELLENT MIO
D ees isms ea be aloha le
wake* salsas d a es IN seas per I We ere poi is series ROE RES FREO 711U. FREO RE SP TO °Ott SIN8E7011
P1E01E33.14 - IWO PIP
EXPLANATORY LIMITS RAEEYPPSMM MTN EACH TWOS.

10 200 WATT E.M.S. MS1 0- 200 GUITAR. KETWO. DISCO VOCAL EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID

TYPO '/If (K111101111A) 1' round RIM pallidise wal mak ideel ler RES FREO 115114. FRED RESP TO I SKIT SEER We
PRICE [43.47 11.60 PIP
13 100 WATT RIM NET 2.1001.11 GEM PURPOSE. LEAD GUITAR DISCO. STAGE MONITOR
lisonsioll mil need= eles011141 speation. him 14.90 SIR Pile
PRICE (36.414
(3.50 PIP
TIMM (E911110011A) 3'I.' super EOM ler pensrol purpolie spelitscs, RES FRIO 411Hs. FREO RE SP TO SW,. SENS 10001
12- 100 WATT RM.5. nisi EA 004.7 (TWIN CONE) WIDE RESPONSE. P VOCAL. STAGE
dino rd PA. polonts W. Moo CL99 110, PIP.

cRel

PRICI 1311.61
13.60 PEP
MONITOR RES F 4E0 47HE FREO RESP TO 10KHE SENS 911/6
11" 200 IRATE R.M.S. 111111 2-200 GEN PURPOSE GUITAR. DISCO VOCAL. EXCELLENT MID
(3.00 PIP
PRICE 141.71
RES FREO MHz. FREO RE SP TO SKI. SENS NW
TYPE '1). (1111011*) Y4 MR dispenion Aim Upper Insquency 12" 300 WATT MIDEAST 2-3000P HIGH POLTER SASS. LEAD GUITAR. RE TOWARD DISCO ETC
PRICE (70.1$ 13.60 PEP
Ripened rolidnod oslondees down lo iniddands (NUR). SWOON los too RES FRED OREL FREO RES/ TO SKHz. SENS IOW
IS- 200 WATT R.M.9.11111114-200 GEN PURPOSE BASS. INCLUDING MASS GUITAR
wine Iii-Fisysionse and *way discos. Pirko RIM - 1100 PEP.
PRICE 160.72 C4.00 P&P
TYPE V' (E9111031111)11.- hero Meer RR ROWER .Ever Mon IRK. RES FRIG NNE. FREO RESP TO SIIHE SENS OW
6-300 HIGH POWER BASS. INCLUDING BASS GUITAR
IS 300 WATT KALIL
Mob% los ell-Flovonisor seisms eft Moo 15.911 liOn PEP.
MC1E73.34 (4.00 PEP
RES FRED MHz. FRED RESP TO Num. SENS UWE

TYPE ICI (K11110111.4) 2' KS' Inds dispersion hons Ice Rate HI-FI Ro-

Ras MM wally dime sic. Prins CS -99 110p PAP.
rove c

repit

TyPE E

LM C0111110L Condeines. on a maned mounling Nan kivlandrol
aid RPM Seoul lack soda ESsidown Price 14.10
50p PIP.

- 60w41 WS -1110 DUAL INIEDENCE, TAPPE D I OHU BASS HI.E1. 111CAR
RES FRED 40Hz FRE 0 RISS TO 71C141 SENS 9/d8
PINCE (550 12.00 PAP
10 11101NATT 0110-110 DUAL IMPEDENCE. TAPPED 4 Y OHM BASS Hlil. IN -CAA
RES FREO KHz FREO RE SP TO SOW. SENS 11411
C2.60 PIP
PRICE E11.114

A nal ranee 0 smay lexispealies. designed lo Won &Swaged Ins law
Reap worneody and emboss
iloPE MOW PAR MOP 91110
12'' ale
Isedepoonsrs wMl Mo1Ny INN Reim sids dispersion
unmet darsiestroti ham. SCRAM
owner Plelicasa W Mal

10 10000'1T EMI 0-10o BASS. WEL STU010
RES FREO 1SHe FRE 0 RESP TO 3104x. sates we
PR= C30.39
13 1 **WATT EST 3. 00 BASS, STUDIO. 141 -Fl. EXCELLENT DISCO
RES FREO 1614, FREO RESP TO 3043, SINS KW
PRICE 142.1 7
PULL RANGE TIMM CONE, NIGH COMPLIANCE. ROLLED SURROUND

bat corror wissinisiteel ads NEWT A.N 011010Pienne Tar sirC1061.1114
me IWO as Hansard teilh lop als kir calked' loullogesher Wm&

POWER RATiNGS QUOTED IN WATTS RIES POR EACH CABINET
/110111181CY RESPONSE PULL RANGE 11144 20K 14.

P ICIE9.S*

60WATT 1111-1107C (TWIN CONE) HI -Fl. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FRE 0 3101, FREO RESP TO 20KHz. SENS WEE

PRICE MIR

1.60 PIP

PRICE 112.99

11.33 PEP

0 OWATT 1[1110.410TC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI. MULTI ARRAY DISCO ETC
RES FRE 0 1947 FRIG RE SP TO 171047 SENS NW
PONCE 11146

11.00 MP

RES FRE 0 40He FREO RESP TO IIIK114. SENS 111/00

OPTIONAL STANDS PRICE PER PAIR 045.00

DIlmiery (1 00 pH

1141=11011011511111
4-1Tri r'71-9171Tri7TITil-0001111911AMPURIMM
CAR l
~VIM TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
-

RI 111. INN

in) Swim 2305

PRINTED CNICUTT BOARD AND HIGH DUALITY COMPONENTS
CONIPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND ENTRUCT1Dal

400 wATTS (100
Toot Memo 400W
e ntiped mono
ALL POWERS INTO 4 OHMS

NITINENNICL MIN IP TO )MEN, EN Ns Dad 0.1101.7 IN a WAR
111110104116 tlealle
PO MEE TI6NINT11111 MINIM NNW TUNED COWIE IT .ITV

W ow Mono

Feesurs:
110reo. bridgmelie now ChMair el

1 am (45.1t0 550W C111310111
4005 t 1 05.96 PIP (1.00 EACH

nigh 6 on. level swells 1 li A NM
weR015 * IWO* on -011 Swayer
awned oreasaisn.

POSTAL c4/km.3w woo wow C1.00 411J. ommeAL wawa,/
WOWS Mow Sceciooull, 00u.SEMBIE, GOVT. WOW* PLC41 ETC
mewl= IISCLuBlvE OP VAT. GUAR COuNTETIL visa AND
Access ACCIPTUD SY POST. PeiCisan OR PAX.

03.60 PIP

RES FREO ONE FREO RESP TO 2010. SINS 130/1
OVEATT EM-00TC (TWIN CONE) HI.FI. ISM TI.ARRAY DISCO ETC

SPECIALIST CANNER DEL (12 91 PER PAIR

150 WATTS (7S
E nsiled Mono
230 WATTS (ITS

t 3.60 PIP

S' 60WATT 111116-110TC (TWIN COME) HI -Ft. MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC

FC 1 11-1 00WATTS (Tows) PRICE El 69 00 PER PAIR
OI PC T 2.200WATTE 00d111) PR/CE CT 76.00 PER PAIR

PRICES.
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Book Reviews
DO IT YOURSELF ROBOTICS
An Introduction to Robotics
Author: Flarprit Sandhu
Publisher: Nexus Special Interests
Price: £9.95

concepts sometimes thought
complicated. The author
explains what can be done
without getting lost in
mathematics, as can too
easily happen when
dealing with convolution
and the like.
By half way through
the book, the author is
dealing with the
assembly of a robot
intended to be
al
straightforward enough
for most dry
constructors to build,
and good enough to
illustrate some of the problems and
solutions for controlling a robot. The last section of
the book deals with programming the robot. making it move
and walk using a programming code designed for the
purpose.
Appendices include a glossary and ascii table, information
on a PIC based controller for robots, assembly drawings. and
other necessaries.
If you are interested in robotics, and particularly if you
would like to do some practical experiments, then you may
find that, with the aid of this book, you can reach the stage of
having something to experiment with rapidly and efficiently.

IlROBOTICS

This is a book covering the essentials of robotics, aimed at
people who want to understand the technical details of how a
robot can be made to function, but who may not necessarily
wish to assemble one at present. Nevertheless, should you
wish to assemble one, this book will help you do it.
The book starts with a brief view of ideas about robots in
history, related to the technological developments required to
make such robots a practical possibility. Considerable
coverage is given to the software requirements. particularly
robotic vision. At one point the author states that the software
is the most important part of a robot, an opinion with which I
would agree.
As a preliminary to addressing the general requirements for
a robot, the author describes robots currently in use. Robot
arms and automatically guided vehicles are the most widely
used robots to date.
There are brief chapters covering motors, how to drive them
(for example with pulse width modulation). and encoders to
measure position. Chapter 7. about a third of the way through
the book, puns together all the requirements for a basic robot.
while Chapter 8 covers the basic requirements of computer
control. After that it gets rapidly more technical and detailed.
dealing in turn with a software control code for robots. an
vision systems. This section deals understandably with

a E1114'1;411t
In! Auction to Surface Mount Devices
Author: BA Mooney
Publisher: Babani Electronics Books
Price: £4.99
A

Modem electronic equipment is more likely to be made with
surface mount components than with conventional through hole ones nowadays. A major reason is to make consumer
items smaller. but in addition assembly by automatic
component placement and infra red reflow soldering can be
cheaper than the through hole alternative.
One consequence of this is that a number of useful
component devices are only made in surface mount packages.
and through -hole equivalents are not always introduced.
Increasingly, in the future, it will become useful for the home
constructor to be able to handle surface mount components.
Here is a book which aims to show the home constructor
how to make practical use of surface mount techniques,
without the need for the methods used in industry. Industrial
techniques use very expensive tools, such as infra red reflow
equipment, and have high setup costs but low cost per unit
manufactured. This is the exact reverse of the normal amateur
constructor's requirement.
This book covers prototyping, which is possible using smds,
as well as design of pots for home manufacture. The different

fl

I

approach to design and etching
necessary for surface mount
pcbs is perfectly well explained,
as are the specialist tools useful
for the task.
Size codes for surface
mount passives are explained.
both in metric and the

if,!,

Surface

to

currentty MOM normal imov,i1
terms.
There are a couple of

sample constructional
protects - one for an audio
aripMfiner, and one for a live

wire detector, both useful
modules.
The techniques and
tools covered here should
give a better result than
techniques I have found just good enough for
surface mount prototyping. Author Bill Mooney is an smd
designer and constructor with long experience of small-scale
prototyping and building, and knows the problems and
pleasures well. Follow the guidelines in this little book, and you
should have consistent success with surface mount assembly.
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Digital Cameras
Coming of Age?
Now that digital cameras are within reach of the ordinary photographer, Douglas
Clarkson believes that the secret of their popularity will be in the versatile output
that data capture and home printing offer to users.
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o delve into the field of emergent digital camera
technology is to become aware of another tidal

While the technology of digital cameras is fascinating, an
analysis of the emergence of digital cameras has more to do
with understanding the integrated use of such systems than
their technology alone. As the Internet expands at breakneck
speed, the process of captunng images, processing and
incorporating them into web sites has been fundamentally
altered. Suddenly the process of conventional film developing
and print/transparency/negative scanning for digital use
appears slow and outdated.
Where images can be captured digitally and transferred
directly and quickly to perconal computers at an acceptable
quality of r
chcoce.

Figure 1: Bask configuration options of the DX -5
be incorporated into page -making ccrtware. It is the im
of the digital age that is leading to the use of digital camer

such as for catalogues. professional digital cameras provide a
convenient means of rapid capture and review of images.
Where the image is needed for a large glossy magazine cover,
only top of the range digital cameras with a matching price tag
will suffice.

It is obvious. however. that digital cameras are beginning to
take off now that the cheapest are below the £200 mark. The
most expensive digital cameras hover at around the £40.000
mark It is also obvious that the very newness of the
technology. and the various means of linking digital
systems to process the data. can be confusing for the
newcomer
The appearance of digital camera t

processing. Advances in this field were introduced by the
Kodak Photo CD technology using the standard image
resolutions listed in Table 2.

shooting the same shot many times and recycling the storage
space spend on unsatisfactory images - not possible with
conventional film. Conventional photography aims to get the
image correct as close to first time as possible. with all the
relevant application of knowledge of light. field of view, depth of
focus. aperture and so on.

Image resolution Data size
128 x 192
72 k

256 x 384
512 x 768
1024 x 3072

There is always the risk that the techniques of post processing,
such as red eye elimination, opening the bride'e eyes if she blinks
as the wrong moment, sharpening up out of focus lines, and so
on. could become, in the wrong hands. 'list a makeshift means of
'correcting' poor photography.
Part of the appeal of digital cameras Is the degree of control
that the photographer has in processing images. In post
processing, where image size is increased. different types of
interpolation of images. such as nearest neighbckir, bdineer aid
bscubic. are possible. In nearest neighbour, additional pixels are

288 k
1.1 Mb
18 Mb

Table 2: Standard image resolution of PhotoCD

This was the first step to providing cheap, high quality
scanning to the general public. For 35 mm work the cost per
image is around 60 p and up to 100 images can be stored on
each disk.
This development has established CDs as a useful
medium for distribution of 'stock' images for media
industries such as advertising. Companies such as
DigitaMsion make available a wide range of royalty -free
digital stock photography.
35 mm positives or negatives or film transparencies can
typically be scanned over a range of densities. At the high
end, the Polaroid Sprint Scan 35 Plus can scan up to 2700
dpi with the 35/LE model processing a very adequate 1950
dpi. The cost of 35 mm desktop film scanners has come
down dramatically in the last 18 months, with systems
costing now between £400 and £750 plus VAT. Entry level
desktop scanners cost around £100.
Scanners tend to use a single -pass system, where a line
of pixels has a separate colour filter. Colour data tends to be
stored in 8, 10 and 12 bits, though display arrays usually
handle only 8 bits per separate colour.
The Kaiser company of conventional photoenlarging fame
has introduced a camera scanner for captunng digital
images with 9.7 million pixel resolution. achieved by moving
a scanning head with linear CCDs across the image plane.
Such a process can only be used to capture images that are
completely static.
With the wide range of products on the market, it is now
quite possible for individuals to scan their existing
'conventional film' photographic library and store the images
in data bases on PCs or MACs.

Digital capture/manipulation of images from the Minoltri

DVD

added at the level corresponding to neighbouring pixels. while in
bilinear. a linear correspondence of changing values is made
interpolation, more
between neighbouring pixels. In him
complex level -fining is achieved by using data from a ra ye of
rarest neighbour pixels.

While Compact Disc has emerged as a useful storage media
for Kodak's PhotoCD system and others like it, Digital Versatile
Disk (DVD) could provide a significantly higher storage capacity
of around 7.46 GB, initially on single sided disks, with a
possible extension to 17.6 GB on double sided disks in the
future. It is possible that in a few years' time dual CD
ROM/DVD drives will allow CD-rom and DVD disks to be read
by one format. As image quality increases. DVD systems could
be a useful means of distnbution of high quality images.

Advances in CCD technology
:imeras
is pixels of the wrong colour
in d i
at andom n dark arras. Under ambient dark
app
conditions, a CCD array wall produce an average background level
of noise. A 'black' reference is typically stored n a given camera
system to allow subtraction. One of the quality factors of a digital
camera specification would be the level and variation in noise
:

r

Post processing
Digital camera enthusiasts are replacing the spills and chills of
the damp darkroom with the subtle mousework of a PC. In the
broadest context. PCs and MAC photo -production and photo editing systems can be seen as an evolution that is almost as
significant as the introduction of photography itself. In the
context of photography itself. however. the emphasis will be on
taking care of the image once it has been captured, or

levels.

In seeking to make sti camera chips ever smaller. the problem
of reading the output of smaller charges leads to the introduction
of extra unwanted signal noise. Systems such as Canon's Basic
Stored Image Sensor (BASIS) are seeking to auplify signals using
individual pixel cupid -Tub to overcome this problem.
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which will print directly from a digital camera. The required
high definition that is often required, however, is at present
only abailable on professional systems available at a few
selected sites.
On another front, Sony have resurrected the floppy disc as
a means of data storage. One 3.5 -in 2HD floppy used in the
Mavica MCV-FDS and MCV-FD7 can store 20 high resolution
and up to 40 standard resolution images.

_

02 CCD
R'B CCD

Figure 4: Three CCD image system of the Minolta RD -1751n
order to achieve higher resolution

Unusual features
Searching around will locate digital cameras with unusual
assets. The Dimage V by Minolta has many of the standard
features - a 1.8 -in colour LCD monitor. 680 x 480 pixel
sensitivity, and so on. but has a novel lens that can be rotated
and is detachable from the main camera body. This
incorporates a 2.7 x zoom lens. and the camera costs around
£599.99. Minolta have identified a number of interesting
applications for the system, such as business card databases,
pictorial information files for property or vehicles for sale, or

The considerably more advanced DS -300 has a 2/3 inch
CCD with 1.4 million pixels, the same chip that is used in the
top -of -the -range DS505/515A SLR -type digital cameras. The
effective array sue is 1280 x 1000 pixels, which is roughly
twice the resolution (four times the pixels) of the standard 640
x 480 pixels of VGA resolution. An increasing amount of
connectivity and interaction is available with this model. as
outlined in figure 2. The DS -300 won the Best Digital Camera
1997/8 presented by the Technical Image Press Ascnciation
(T1PA).

Stilt further up the ladder lies the Digital/SLR types. DS 505A and DS -515A, with the DS -515A continuous exposure
model costing over £10,000. The keynote of the DS range is
the use of condenser optics to increase light levels at the CCD
to increase the apparent speed of the system to ISO 3200.
This extends the usefulness of the camera to areas such as
sport where up till now digital cameras were too slow to
capture rapid events. The higher specification of the DS -515A
provides a seines of three frames per second in a series of
seven shots. while the DS505A can record continuously at
one frame per second. The condenser optics of the DS -505A
and DS -515A are demonstrated in figure 3. The design
concentrates the light on the CCD using specialised lens
focusing optics. The sensitivity of CODS will no doubt increase
with research, allowing shorter and shorter exposure times.
Compression of data is usually in JPEG form, with a variable
amount of compression.

Figure 5: Colour sensitivity of RGB filters is important for rendenng
faithful colour rendition of, for example, two light spectra A and B

other catalogues that benefit from pictures, making greetings
cards and creating Internet pages.
As the number of pixels in the CCD increases, the cost of
the CCD rises sharply. The Minolta RD -175 uses a clever
mechanism (figure 4) where three separate 380.000 pixel
arrays incorporate colour filters and are diagonally shifted to
'fill in' any gaps in the image plane. The final effective
resolution achieved is 1528 x 1146 pixels. Data storage is
achieved with 131 MB which can record 114 image frames.
This design shows considerable ingenuity and its success
requires the relative registration of the CCDs to remain fixed
and absolute.

Memory cards
The conventional means of image storage can be by
SmartMedia with PC adaptor, or ATA type I or II PC Card
(PCM CIA release 2.1). A 10 MB Fujix memory card is
supplied with the system, which can in turn accommodate
four high resolution TIFF images and 16 'fine' (JPEG) images.
As an option. a SCSI extension unit can be added to
connect to a PC SCSI port for high speed data transfer. The
PC in this mode can also act to control the camera,
effectively making the camera into a computer peripheral.
The SCSI interface allows direct output to a digital colour
printer such as a Fujifilm Digital Colour Printer NC -500 or
Pictography 3000. In addition, the NTSC/PAL video interface
allows viewing of these images remotely.
The memory cards, however, are relatively expensive.
With the current price of the DS -300 at over £2000. this is at
present the domain of the very dedicated photographer.
In the present state of digital camera development it is
more or less ec.sential that the user has access to a PC or
Mac to process the data through data transfer. The day may
come when a SmartMedia card can be inserted into a
specialised photo developing booth. and you can select
which images are to be printed and in what format. Already,
colour pnnters for the dedicated amateur are on the market
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Multiple exposure CCDs

Printers

nip technology is the 2048 x
idflufactured by Loral Fairchild. This device
has been used in cameras intended for professional use. The
technology of these cameras can capture either through multi exposure technique where red, green and blue filters are used
for separate exposures or. alternatively. via a single
exposure with a mosaic fitter placed over the CCD with each
pixel generating a red, green or blue signal during one
exposure. An interpolation algorithm produces an RGB data file
using localised pixel values.
In a commercial environment, the ability to capture images.
verify them quickly and pnnt them locally saves time, so that

A range of colour printers developed originally to meet the
demand for pnnting of computer originated/processed images
using modem graphics packages, can now be used with
digital camera technology if you have the correct format and
software.
To recap, Inkjet printers are low cost and usually reliable.
but the fibrous nature of standard printing paper tends to blur
the edges of dots so that edges appear softer and colours
appear weaker. Specialist inkjet papers, however, can make a
startling difference to print quality.
Colour laser printers work typically with four separate
toners. cyan, magenta. yellow and black (CMYK). Each toner is
separately mapped onto the final printing surface by
electrostatic charge buildup on a photoelectric belt. In the
final stage, the toners are heat fixed on to the paper surface.
While output is fast and needs no special paper, the final
quality is good but not considered to be photographic
quality. Dye sublimation printers operate by moving a plastic
dye ribbon under a serves of pnnt heads which can be
accurately heated to varying degrees. This results in dye
from the ribbon being sublimated onto the paper surface,
proykiing fine definition copy. Full size A3/A4 printers are
expensive, but small punters such as the Fargo FotoFUN are
now appearing on the market for around £400.
While the printing needs of amateur photographers are
fairly modest, the developments in mainstream digital colour
printing are quite staggering. Various companies are now
offering a data download/digital print service. The FotoNet
service provided by Fulifiim in the UK allows digital images to
be printed on state-of-the-art printer Pictography 3000 at
or four images
400 dpi. A choice
on each A4 sheet.
Pnnting techniques can typically give 300 dpi for high
resolution colour printing on A4 to AO sheets and with
lengths up to 59 feet. It is even possible, in theory, to design
your own wallpaper and have it manufactured in this way.
This kind of design will see great change in the next few
years. The designer can be anywhere. and the means of
final production can be anywhere, and the market for such
goods and services can be everywhere.

The Minolta Dimage V with its remote lens

wall811L

111

View of MinoIt,i
DS -175 which
uses three
separate CCD
arrays to obtain
higher image
resolubon

Fabric printing

)ooting hundreds of images can be captured
and transmitted to a client for comment and review on the
same day. Depending on the quality of the phone lines.
distance should be no object. In commercial photography.
sharpness of focus in the field of view is an absolute key factor.
With conventional film, this is typically improved by narrowing
down the diameter of the lens iris and using fast film. With
digital cameras, normally using multiple exposure, this requires
high levels of either tungsten or flash illumination. It can take
flash units of the order of 3000 Joules per pulse, and tungsten
units with a power rating of 4 kW to give enough illumination.
Rather than invent a wholly new digital camera,
independent companies have developed so-called Digital
Camera Backs for existing high -quality cameras such as
Fiasselblad. Camera chips in general offer a smaller field of
view compared with conventional film. This can be a
complication with studio camera systems using 'Camera
backs' with front optics designed for conventional film.

The interest in digital photography is growing because the
image can pnnted in so many forms. Among others, interior
decorators should take note. Using the technique of
specialised dye sublimation pnnting onto fabrics. photo -quality
colour images can be printed at an incredible 400 dots per
inch; a lot more than you get on your souvenir t -shirt. This
printing is durable. fully washable and can be ironed. (Although
many of us will think it is better progress when ironing is not
needed!) In the UK. a company called CPL provide a range of
services from eight locations (see points of contact, below). So
the new path of fabric production could be artwork. digital
camera. PC image processing and dye sublimation printing. It
will be interesting to see how the uptake of this kind of process
interacts with conventional fabric print technology. There are
abundant market opportunities for designer fabrics and
designer clothes.

Scanners
Don't throw away your prints, negatives or transparencies.
These conventional media with their intnnsically high analogue
resolution will continue to be used for high quality digital image
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Figure 2: Connectivity of the Full DS -300 digital camera
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industry which is shaping other areas such as mobile phone
technology. Colour pnnt systems are being developed to
provide low cost and acceptable pnnt quality directly from
digital data. So digital photography has a complex interaction
with a rapidly expanding product base in other areas.
The Internet is already providing one means of distnbuting
digital images, so that before long millions of useful images will
be available over the Internet. It remains to be seen, however.
how great the demand for such images will be. The real
market for professional photography is probably the day by day
need for specific studio work.

look across a range of products from one manufacturer to see
the stages from basic to professional grade.
The Fuji range. for example. runs from the DX -5. which
meets the need of the basic digital photographer, to the top of
the range FWIXC-DS-515A. Figure 1 shows the basic
configuration options of the DX -5. The DX -5 is a typical entry
level digital camera with the VGA resolution of 640 x 480. Data
is stored in a SmartMedia Card which can be read by the PC
card reader of a desktop PC. or the a PC card adaptor of a
Notebook PC with a PC card slot. A serial cabliz also provides
connectivity for PC capture and processing of data. The cable
connected is a MiniDIN 9 pin for the serial interface. The basic
model has a viewfinder and flash but no LCD monitor. With a
350.000 square pixel array in standard VGA 640 x 480 form, a
2 MB SmartMedia Card will store around 30 normal images and
22 'fine' images. The sensitivity of the device is equivalent to
ISO 150 and shutter speeds are available between 1/4 and
1/5000 of a second.
The next member of the family, the DS -7. incorporates a
1.8 -inch active matrix colour LCD as an aid to picture
composition and browsing captured images. In the live
imaging" mode the screen updates at 60 frames per second
using the CCD array directly. Images once recorded can also be
played back immediately, providing the option to delete any that
are not required. The LCD display is therefore a considerable
move on from the basic glass viewfinder. At the same time, it
does not give the direct one-to-one viewing of an SLR camera.

M.dlaCards
In a cunous twist of technology. SmartMedia Cards have been
incorporated into a 3.5 -inch floppy disk adaptor that can be
inserted into a PC floppy disk dove. This is also being used in
parallel developments such as personal security and access
systems for home banking developed by Fischer International
Systems. When the lookalike" floppy disk is inserted into the
disk drive it "tricks" the PC into believing that it is reading a
normal floppy disk.

SCSI
The Small Computer System Interface (SCSI) has found ready
application in routing data between digital cameras and
computers. The first version of SCSI provided a transfer rate of
5 megabytes per second over an 8 -bit bus. Table 1 shows
how venous enhancements of the initial standards have
provided increasing performance.

F XPOSURE

scruoR

Mode Transfer Rate
Original SCSI
Fast SCSI
Ultra SCSI
Ultra 2 SCSI

VIE.F1R.01(1

M bytes/sec
5

V
0 OPTICAL COIRESSION
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rout RACE
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40

TOTEM
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Table 1: Developments of Transfer rate of SCSI
implementations.
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The product spectrum
7nere are probably now over 1(X) digital cameras on the
market, with new models announced daily. It is interesting to
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Figure 3: Condenser optics of the DS -505A and DS -515A which
increases light intensity in the plane of the CCDs
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New Features
Even more simulation options.
Perform full temperature and parameter sweeps.

New graphical functions.
New libraries of parts including the entire Texas
Instruments library.

Nothing extra to pay for the libraries...they are all
included in the price.

As always..
Everything you would expect from a
professional quality SPICE simulator.

Fully integrated and interactive.
No limit no maximum circuit size.
Free technical support.
30 day money back guarantee.
B: Spice for analogue simulation £199
13- Logic for digital simulation 199
Special bundle price £295
B= Spice Lite (kdeal for first time users) £42.75
Prices quoted exclude VAT
Existing users. If you base purchased a copy ssithin
the last 12 months you are entitled to a free upgrade

Software for design engineers
B2 Spice & B: Logic will give you the
accurate results you need quickly and easily.
is used by thousands of
and
institutions
research

This software
designers,

universities around the world. But the best
way to be certain that it's right for you is to
try it, which is we're are giving you the
opportunity to do, risk free for 30 days.

For more information call:

01603 872331
http://www.paston.co.uk/spice
email: rd.research@paston.co.uk

RD Research

Research House. Norwich Road. Eastgate, Norwich NR 10 IRA

Now available direct from Maplin Electronics & Cirkit Distribution Ltd.
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A growing digital family - some with software included
The first company to introduce low-cost digital cameras was Casio,
already well known for personal organisers and calculators. Examples of
two ends of their range are the "entry lever OV-11. costing just under
£300. which replaced their basic OV-10 earlier this year, with a reputation
for good dose -up focusing and ease of use. The viewfinder/ monitor
consists of the 1.8 -in TFT colour LCD, and the camera can store 96
images in 2 megabytes of Flash memory. The lens has a fixed focal length
with a Macro position, and the CCD rs 1/5 inch. PC Windows and
Macintosh connection kits (software and cable) and video cable are
accessones.
The £400 OV-200 has built-in special effects with 4MB internal flash
The new Casio top of the range consumer OV-700
rfinemory and JPEG-based digital storage of up to 192 images in 'normal has a rotatable lens and uses removable Flash
mode or 64 images in the higher -resolution "fine" mode. The CCD is 1 / 4 Memory cards (see other photo) that can be plugged
directly into an appmpnate PC slot
in with 360,000 pixels, and again the 1.8 -in backlit colour LCD doubles as
the viewfinder. The lens block rotates through +90 to -180 degrees, with
90 to -180 degrees for reversed images. The OV200 has a facility for
camera -to -camera image data transfer between Casio cameras with an
optional cable at data output resolution (fine) of 640 x 480 (VGA). The Fine
images can be converted to the Normal images to expand remaining
memory. Images can be automatically scrolled through for auto demonstration, VCR recording, and so on and individual unwanted in
can be deleted after verifying on the display. Software included in th.
is QV -Link, Spin/Panorama and AOL Internet connection.
The very new OV-700 checks in at around £500 and as well as a 2.5 -in
LCD screen - the largest size found in popular models - the QV -700 uses
removable Flash Memory cards that can be plugged directly into a PC
slot. It is also one of the generation that has internal image manipulation
software, so that the user can do certain things without even plugging into
a PC: convert an image to black and white, add labels or store in one of
six named files for easier location. Software includes OV Link.
Spin/Panorama for linking separate images into a single image (the our front cover) and be!, -re _::.,:f :las 1997 50 hours of free
AOL Internet operation.
Lastty for Christmas - the new £330 OV-70 is a lightweight digital camera that has an optical viewfinder as well as the Casio
LCD monitor. This is an interesting departure as the presence of an optical viewfinder saves battery rife when the LCD is not in use,
and is considered an advantage by many photographers.

The information gaps
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colour which film cannot detect. Also. some aspects of film
processing can degrade the image - for instance, by
scratching and nonhomogeneity in the film substrate. Again.
however, there is very little 'absolute' measurement of colour
qt
n allow a tr. JP companson to be made.

Business focus
.Hr, to focus on the cameras alone when
assessing aigita. pnotography. There are a whole range of
applications that could benefit. Surveyors, builders, mobile
engineers and service personnel often need to send data from
the field to headquarters for verification and consultation. This
can lead to shorter decision times and greater efficiency.
Companies seem to be interested in maintaining image
databases of staff and visitors, both for production of ID cards
and for storage for longer term security.
House buying could begin in the future as an inspection of
thumbnail images on the home page of an estate agent,
including pcitures of rooms and perhaps the new conservatory
A lot of shopping is visual: wallpaper, curtains. tiles, jewellery,
some clothing and so on. The biggest experiment in cyber
shopping will probably unfold as individuals get fast access to
imaaes of thousands of products.

Learning the facts
;f monthly publications that review and
..am'eras
eras wrth each other and with a variety of

standards. including the quality of 35 mm colour film
photography. The feeling is still that digital cameras will never
be as good as 35 mm film, except. perhaps, in the very top of
the range models. Publications like Electronic Imaging provides
a more distanced view on digital camera technology, devoting
more time to professional studio photographers whose
camera is usually worth more than their R reg company car.
In high street retail outlets, the correct and informative way to
demonstrate digital cameras would be data links to a PC, but
you would be lucky to find such a demonstration at the
moment. But without the link -up, digital photography loses
much of its advantages.

Internet links
The Internet supports many pages dedicated to camera
technology. Table 3 provides some main addresses that can
be used a starting points for information about digital cameras.
This is particularly relevant if images which have been taken
using a specific digital camera can be inspected.

Two pictonal disk labels made up with with the use of digital
photo editing and a printer. Useful cloy home -and -workshop items
like this are one of the attractions of digital camera systems.

A last word
The key to digital photography at present is the inherent
resolution of the CCD devices. For on screen inspection of
standard resolution images, many basic 680 x 480 resolution
systems provide acceptable image quality. The gap between
conventional film and digital prints becomes clear when prints
are produced at standard sizes.
Basic resolution digital cameras provide, however, excellent
opportunity for practical applications that depend on the rapid
capture and transmission of images. For many applications,
bask' digital cameras are already good enough to be used
with improved resolution give a comfortable
margin of image quality in many cases. At the high end of the
market, digital cameras are increasingly used to capture high
quality images with the advantage of fast turnaround.
For now, if you wish to make a collection of ultra high
resolution images r.apahlio of being blown up to large sizes, a
good 35 mm camera and film is still the cost-effective route.
Negatives or transparencies scanned with good quality
equipment can be archived digitally with their inherent
resolution preserved.
Grasping the full potential of digital cameras is about seeing
the scope for applications in the future.

Points of contact
Digital Vision Ltd., Chelsea Reach, 79-89 Lots Road. London

Address
http://www.agfahome.com
http://www.apple.com
http://www.canon.com
http://www.casio.com
http://www.epson.com
Fuji
http://home.fuiifilm.com
http://www.kodak.corn
Kodak
http://www.klt.co.Jp/Nikon
Nikon
Olympus http://www.olyrnpusamenca.conVdigitaVdhome.htmi
Polaroid http://www.polaroid.com/digiwor1cVindex.html
http://www.ncon.corn
Ricoh
http://www.sanyo.co.uk
Sanyo
http. //www sony.com
Sony
Company
Agfa
Apple
Canon
Casio
Epson

SW10 ORN.

tel 0171 351 5542 fax 0171 351 6487
web http://www.digitalvision.ltd.uk
CPL (Fabric Printing)
tel 01732 862555

web http://www.cpinet.co.uk
Electronic Imaging, Market Link Publishing, The Mill,
Bearwaiden Business Park, Wenden's Ambo, Essex CB11 4JX.
tel 01799 544212.

Photo credits
Photographs courtesy of Casio UK Minolta UK. Sony UK and
Fusifilm UK as appropnate. Thanks particularly to Casio for
assistance with cover images.

Table 3: Some useful Internet addresses.
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!

Surplus always

wanted for cash!
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4 -Go Rocket

Launcher

Fire up your ingenuity! For the more ambitious rocket modeller, Robin Abbott has
made a four -rocket launch controller to work with popular rocket kits.
pushed into the rocket. The parachute is folded and tucked in
below the top stage of the rocket which is plugged into the lower
stage.
The rocket has a small length of drinking straw glued vertically
to rts side. The is slotted over the launch pad" which is a length
of peno wire held vertieely n at stand with a metal blast plate at
the bottom. The igniter is pushed into the engine cartridge. and
held n place with a small rubber stopper. At this point the launch
controller may be clipped to the greer, ensuing that the safety
key is held by the rocket operator so that the controller cannot fire
the engine while it is being connected.
When the engine fres, the Igniter is connected to rts power
supply. The ignrter has a resistance of around 1.2 ohms and is
surrourided by a chemical similar to a match head which lights
due to the heat of the igniter. The griter then lights the rocket
engne which fires pushing the igniter plug out of the engne and
the rocket lifts off to height which may exceed several hundred
metre b when small rockets are fred with larger engines.
The cartridge engine is a three stage system. The first stage is
the power stage which lifts the rocket to the majority of rts final
hog ht and speed. Next the engine continues with a delay stage
which has considerably less thrust. but shows its presence with a
plume of smoke following the rocket. During this stage the rocket
normally has enough speed from the first stage to continue
climbing vertically. Without the delay the whole fight seems very
short. Frelty the ejection charge fres. This pushes a jet of gas out

orosect was nspred by my interest in rrx, del
rocket budding. Model rockets made up from kits are
available in a wide vanety of sizes and
configurations from smal 6 -rich rockets up to 4 feet
or more. The rockets are launched with a srnal
cartridge engne which is electrically fred. Model rocketry
company Estes provode a srnple kit *tech ncludes a controller.
The controller is a very ample 6V powered Lind with a safety key, a
launch button. a small bulb which iuminates to ncicate that the
Igniter is connected. and 8 metres of cable to connect to the
rocket. The connection to the igniter is made with cr000die dips.
The controler does not fire more than one rocket, or fire rockets
with more than one engine catidge. so for more ambitious
modelers this protect was devised to provide a more
comprehensive controller.

Rocket Modelling
K is dominated at the less ambrtious
end of the market oy the Estes cornpany of Arnenca. Estes
manufacture the rocket cartridge engines. greets and kits for the
rockets which are available from large model shops. The home
constructor cannot manufacture engnes or igniters. but the
rockets are gurte straightforward to construct with or without a kit.
Most rockets are made of two stages (see figure 1). The stages
slot into each other at the launch aid are corrected by a length
of elastic cord. The upper stage has a smote plastic parachute

ENGINE CARTRIDGE

ENGINE CLIP

NW,

FORWARD FINS
FOLDED PARACHUTE

PARACHUTE WADDING

NOSE CONE

ELASTIC SHOCK CORD

K;NI; EH

4

UPPER STAGE

LOWER STAGE

10.

Figure 1: a typical model rocket

of the back of the engine into the body of the rocket. This pushes
out the parachute wadding (hence the need for fireproof wadding).
and the top of the rocket pops off, the parachute opens, and the
rocket floats gently to earth. It may then be recovered and fired

tied to rt. the lower stage has the fns for stabity. The lower stage
has a ample engine cartridge holder with a metal dip which allows
engines to be replaced easy and to allow the rocket to be fred a
number of trees. On frog. a new rocket engine cartrodge is
inserted into the holder. and fireproof parachute wadding is

again.
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Types of rocket

The launcher

There are many different types of rocket available, and they are
identified by three parameters: for example, A8-3. or 010-2.
The first is the engine power - A, B, C, and D. The letter
represents the total power of the engine: each letter is twice the
power of the one before it. Thus B engines have twice the total
power of A engines and D engines have 8 times the total power
of A engines. A engines are small, B and C engines are both
medium size (70mm long by 18mm diameter), D engines are

This iauncner provides for firing of up to four rocket engines.
There are four firing modes:

- Al four rcckets may be fred simultaneously when the firing
button is pressed (allowing for more than one engine on a single
rocket). The launcher detects when rocket igniters are
connected by the low resistance (approximately 1 ohm) of the
igniters, and shows the status of each rocket on its own LED.
- Rockets may be fired in sequence, the next rocket being fired
each time that the firing button is pressed.
- Rockets may be fired automatically at one second intervals in
sequence.
- One or more rockets may be fired at the end of a traditional 10
second count down.

Vogger again.

Each engine has a thrust number in Newtons, so an A4
engine will have a thrust of 8 Newtons, and will burn for half as
long as a B4 engine. and for the same length of time as a B8
engine.

The final parameter associated with the engine is the delay
time in seconds, this is the time taken between the end of the
first stage, and the election charge firing during which smoke is

The firing pulse given to the rocket is limited in duration to 3
seconds. This means that even it a rocket connection is shorted
out, the batteries will not be rapidly drained - a common
problem on the launchers. where accidentally shorted crocodile
clips can drain the batteries through the igniter detection lamp.
If PC control is added rt allows specialist applications (note
that hardware is included for PC control, but the software is not
yet developed).

elected.
Thus for our example the engine has a total power rating of A,

a thrust of 8 Newtons, and a cruising delay time of 3 seconds.
Typically B and C rocket engines cost about £1.50 per flight.
In general bigger rockets require bigger engines and higher
thrusts. Thus a small rocket will fly higher as the thrust may be
lower, will take rt higher, and will burn longer. Also bigger rockets
will cruse for less time before they turn over and start heading
earthwards, so the delay time should be shorter in general.

Safety
Safety in a protect such as this ts of great importance, and the
project provides a number of safety features. The intention is that
any single failure should not cause the rocket to fire while the
operator is connecting the rockets. and to this end the following
features are provided:
There is a single safety key. This connects power to the relay
switches. and is also used by the
finng logic to disable the firing button when it is not present.
Once the launcher detects that a rocket has been connected.
the fire button is disabled for 3 seconds afterwards regardless of
the presence of the safety key. This allows operators to get away
even rt the safety ke y is connected.
The launcher will only fire the rockets detected when the firing
sequence was started. For example with a 10 second count
down. then once it has started even if additional rockets are
connected during the countdown they will not be fired.
The protect may also be used for firing other electneally ignited
devices such as fireworks or thuriderfiashes, provided that they
operate on a SUM* of 24V or less

Controls and the launcher
.:ner is battery (
x reasons which will be
descrbed below there are two sets of batteries, one for the
controller, and one for the igniters. The batteries should be
alkaline. and should last an very long time, provided that the unit
is turned off after use.
There are two switches on the launcher which control the
operation of the launcher. There is a 2 -digit 7 -segment display,
and four LEDs, one for each rocket to show when the rocket is
connected. There is a connection for a PC input, which
connects directly to another socket which may be used to chain
launchers. From the back of the launcher there are four 8 -metre
cables with crocodile clips. one for each rocket. As the safety
key is inserted directly into the launcher, the launcher should be
located with the operator, and not with the rockets. The firing
button is on a short cable connected to the launcher.
The
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c.

The power supply for the controller is
separate from the igniter supply. This is
due to the extremely low resistance of the
igniter (which drops as the igniter heats). If
the controller and igniter share the same
supply the voltage drop as the igniter
draws current was sufficient in the
prototype to cause the relay to drop out,
and to crash the PIC controller. The igniter
never lit! The supply for the controller
module may be 9V (for example.. PP3), or
as in the prototype may be four M
batteries (the regulator used is an
extremely low dropout device. The igniter
supply may be any voltage from 1.5V
(used for some thunderlashes). 6V (used
for rocket igniters) up to a maximum of
24V, which is the DC limit switch voltage of
the relays. The safety key is in series with
the igniter battery. and therefore
completely isolates the igniter relays. even
if a controller fault pulls in the relays there
will be no supply to the igniters.
The sense input for the safety key is
driven from R12 and R13. The input is
normally low, and pulled high when the
safety key is inserted. Note that the
input/output pins of the PIC (n common
with most CMOS devices) have static
protection diodes down to the Vdd supply pins. Therefore
resistor R12 is required to limit the current drawn from the igniter
power supply. especially when the igniter supply is 12V
There are four igniter relays which are driven by transistors
05-8. The diodes in parallel with the relays quench the inverse
voltage generated by the relay coils as the transistors tum off.
The igniters are sensed by resistors R15 to R18. these drive the
port B inputs which are configured with the internal pullups
enabled. Thus when the igniter is connected the sense input is
pulled low. The resistor is required for the same reason as for the
safety key input - to protect the PIC inputs when the relays pull
in connecting the input to the igniter supply.
Finally. the mode of the launcher is set by switches Model

to

C") 17

min

n ,t4-

n

TAT

f_44 -

Figure 2: the circuit of the rocket launcher

The mode switches have the following function:
Switch 1 Switch 2
Function
Down
All rockets fired immediately when
Down
the firing button is pressed. Seven -segment display is not used.
Down
Fire rockets one at a time in
Up
sequence. One rocket on each firing key press. The display
shows the rocket fired.
Fire rockets at the end of the 10
Up
Down

second time-out. The display shows the 10 second mntdown.
Fire rockets at one second intervals.
Up
Up
The display shows the rocket number as each is fired.

The LEDs light when a rocket is connected to the launcher. This
may be used to confirm correct connection of each igniter.
The 7 -segment displays show 00. and the displays and the
LEDs flash when the safety key is not connected. This may be
used as a confirmation that the safety key is removed.

This Juno II was built
using the instructions in
Peter Always The Art of
Scale Model Rocketry.
Modeller Sven Knudson
scnbed card stock for
the corrugations at the
base of the rocket. He
was unsatisfied with the
way they showed up
after painting, so he
marked each
corrugation with a
pencil to emphasise it.
The decals are from the
Saturn Press decal set.
Photos courtesy of
Sven Knudson

The circuit
Figure 2 shows the circuit diagram of the launcher. As the protect
comprises a fatty complex logic sequence, and drives an LED
display, a PIC microcontroller was an obvious choice. A device
with a large number of VO connections is required for this protect
as the controller must drive 7 -segment displays, digit drives, four
relays. four sense muts, and the mode and fire keys. In fact, 24
of the VO pins are used, thus implying one of the 40 -pin PIC
devices - in this case the PIC16C74.
The LEDs used to show which igniters are connected and the
2 -digit 7 -segment displays are all multiplexed on a common 7 -bit
drive. The port pins used for driving the displays may seem to be
randomly distributed, but in fact were chosen for the easiest PCB
layout, as I find it easier to modify software to handle out of order
LED segment drives than to lay out PCBs. The display common
anodes are driven from PNP driver transistors.
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Figure 5: the component layout for the main circuit board

and ModeZ and the serial input from the PC is a smote
transistor bufferfinverter. The oscillator shown is a ceramic
resonator, but for this application 4 would be possible to use an
RC oscillator. as timing is not cntical.

cbiock 0x20
IntCount

Software

endc

STATUS_TEMP

routine
W_TEMP

Ihe PIG is hardly tiutet led in this application. the system
operates two interrupt timers. The first is roughly once every 4
milliseconds used for the multiplexed display drive. The second
interrupt operates 10 times a second and is used for all system
timing and for scanning the press buttons. For the rest of the
time the PIC operates in simple loops waiting for buttons to be
pressed, or for timers to expire.
For interest the logic flow diagram for the main software
loops is shown in figure 3.
Although timing for this application is not cntical, the system
actually operates on a very accurate clock which causes an
interrupt every 100ms. This is not the most difficult Part of the
software, but it is worth showing how it is achieved with a 4MHz
clock, as the author has been consulted on this subtect on a
number of occasions. The reason why it seems difficult at first is
that the internal timers of the PIC may be set to cause an
interrupt when they overflow, and this will only happen on a
multiple of 256us with a 4MHz clock.
The solution to this problem is to use the Compare facility of
the 74. This allows the system to generate an interrupt every
time that the 16 -bit counter/timer reaches a value which is the
same as the compare register. The interrupt routine should then
update the compare register to generate another interrupt at the
end of the next time penod.
The code in figure 4 is a.seff -standing program which
demonstrates this as an example to other programmers. It
performs no function, but simply increments a variable called
IntCount exactly once every 100ms with a 4MHz clock.

,

Stores W n interrupt routine

Reset vector

org 0
call init

goto MainLoop

inthand

org 4
goto introutine

This is the main loop. replace with application code !

ManLoop

goto MainLoop

Ind alisation routine

nit

bct INTCON,GIE
movlw 0x3010TMR1ON
movwf T1CON
cld TMR1L
clrf TMR1H
movtw TIMER mmE
movwf CCPR1L
movlw T1MER1T1ME>>8
movwf CCPR1H
movtw Ox0a

movwf CCPICON
bsf STATUS,RPO
bsf PIE1,CCP1IE
bcf STATUS.RPO

Figure 4: example code for accurate timing on the 74

*include "d: \pic\p16c74.inc"
*define TIMER1TIME .12500
100mS

: Block of RAM variables
Counts interrupts
Stores STATUS in interrupt

Interrupts oft
Timer 1 on. Bus clock
GIPar timer 1

; Write to compare register

; Set timer 1 to Compare
mode
; Enable compare interrupt

cif IntCount
bsf INTCON.PEIE

12500 counts of timer 1 is

bsf INTCON,GIE
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; Enable peripheral
interrupts
Enable interrupts
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Figure 3: a firing sequence flow diagram
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Schematic and PCB CAD
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To Perfect PCB's

Runs on:- PC/ 386/ 486 with
VGA display
Links to the PULSAR range
of Logic simulators, the
ANALYSER range of
analogue simulators and
LAYAN our spectacular
electromagnetic simulator.
Use of simulators allows
testing of designs prior to
bread boarding
Design:- Single sided.
Double sided and Multi -layer
boards.
Provides full Surface Mount
support.
Standard output includes
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Printer. Pen Plotter. Photo plotter and N.C. Drill.
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EE Product News "Product of the Year"
Award Winner
Uses the latest Shape Based. 32 bit. Multi -pass.
Shove -aside and Rip -up and Re -try technology

Autoroute very large and complex boards
User Controllable. User Configurable
From single sided to up to 8 layers
1000o Completion where other autorouters fail!
100% routed 140 Components on a 210mm x
150mm board in less than 10 minutes!
(75MHz Pentium)

Could Easily Pay For Itself On The First Project!

For full information and demo disk, please write, phone. fax or email: -

Number One Systems
UK/EEC:
USA

Products Stocked by:- Electromail.
RS Components. Farnell Components.
CPC. Maplin. Cirkit, Mega. etc.

e-mail: salesttnumberone.com
Ref. ETI. Harding Way. St.Ives. Cambridgeshire.. ENGLAND. PE17 4WR.
Telephone UK: 01480 461778 (7 lines) Fax: 01480 494042
International +44 1480 461778
Ref ETI. 126 Smith Creek Drive. Los Gatos. CA 95030
Telephone/Fax: (415) 968-9306
http://www.numberone.com
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-tic -3

, Set up the new compare

moves TIMER1TIME

value

addwf CCPR1L
skpoc
incf CCPR1H
rnov1w TIMER1T1ME»8
addwf CCPR1H

16 bit add

Other interrupts are actioned here
NotCompare1
intret

SWAPF STATUS_TEMPW
MOVWF STATUS
SWAPF W_TEMP,F
SWAPF W_TEMPW
retfie

Construction
return

The circuit board
This is the onde which deals with interrupts.
introutneMOVWF W_TEMP
status save routine
SWAPF STATUSW

retemny to the Parts List, note that the relays shown are 5V
devices. and the cods of the relays are driven directly from the
main board power supply. tf the man board uses a 9V battery
then the relay cods should be uprated to 9V although in practice
the system will probably operate correctly even if they are not
uprated.
There are two circurt boards. one of which holds the relays
and relay drivers, the other of which holds the mar processor.
switches, displays and LEDs. Two boards are used for the
protect, hnraine the processor and display board ts mounted
directly to the front panel, and there is insufficient clearance for
the relays to be mounted on this board.
The man board overlay is shown in figure 5, note that if the

Microchip's

BCF STATUS.RPO
MOVVVF STATUS_TEMP

btfss PIR1,CCP1IF; Test for compare interrupt
goto NotCompare 1
Not a compare interrupt
rid IntCount
Add one to the interrupt
count
bcf P1R1, CCP 1 IF
Clear the interrupt flag
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Figure 7:aa troWilanel layout for the rocket launcher
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the circuit, and which can carry the currents drawn, which can
reach two or more amps with larger igniter batteries. Do not
use a key switch unless the key cannot be removed in the on
position. This is very important, as it is vital that the safety key
cannot be enabled while the key is removed from the launcher.

Testing
..,urposes the protect should be assembled outside
the man case allowing faults to be rectified far more easily.
Directly solder the firing push button to the veropns, and use test
leads with crocodile clips to connect test resistors to the rocket
connections. Connect the safety key. Cable up the batteries for
the main processor board and relay board. and connect the
boards with the ribbon cable. Insert IC1 and the display, and
power up the system.
Check that the system operates as described above. To
simulate rocket igniters being connected to the system, the test
leads should be connected to 100 -ohm resistors. The voltage
across the resistor may be measured to verify relay operation.
Remember that the fire button is disabled for 3 seconds following
power up, and for 3 seconds following connection of a rocket.

Cele
senal ink is not to be used the Merl circuit board wil not require
R14 and 04. The main circuit board has five inks, use snipped
component leads for the links, and insert these first. The in
sockets are inserted next. Use an c socket for IC1. and also for
Display 1, the connector for the relay board is also a 16 -pin lc
socket. Next, solder ri the resistors and the capacitors, finally the
transistors and IC2. For testing purposes the LEDs (Dl to 04)
should be soldered in, but leave them sticking out of the board to
the length of the leads as they wi be Ousted later Switches
SW1, 2 and 3 we mounted on Veropins soldered into the board
to ensure adequate clearance when they we used to mount the
board. The centre of the three switch leads needs sripping so
that al switch leads are of identical length. The leads must be
carefully soldered directty onto the top of the Veropns. AN external
connections to the board are made by Veropiris.
The relay board overlay is shown in figure 6. There are seven
inks on the board, agar these should be soldered first. Follow
with the discrete components, the ic socket, Veroprs, and finaty
the relays. If less than four rocket engines are to be driven, the
associated circuitry may be left out and included at a later date.
The lead for the connection between the main processor
board and the relay board is made from 16 -way flat ribbon cable.
The connectors we IDC 16 -pen headers which fit well into
standard is sockets. IDC connector assemblers we quite
expensive, however a simple alternative may be constructed.
Solder a scrap 16 -pin ic socket into a piece of Veroboard. Press
the IDC header pins into the socket and assemble the header
around the flat cable. Press the top of the header down by hand.
and then complete the assembly by gently squeezing the
complete unit with a mole wrench, or in a vice. Note that the
headers should be assembled on opposite sides of the cable to
ensure that pin 1 is connected to pin 1.

The safety key used in the prototype was a US mains plug
and socket with the plug shorted out. Clearly this key would be
completely unacceptable in countries which use this kind of
plug and socket for mains supply, and in these countries a
different plug/socket must be used. The safety key may be any
plug and socket which allows a physical method of breaking

The case used for the protect is a Maplin type M1006. This case
has an offset aluminium front pane on which the processor and
display board is mounted. The drilling pattern for the front panel
of the case is shown in figure 7. The holes for the firing button
and senal input/output sockets we on the night all the other
mounting holes are for the swrtches. Glue a small piece of red
filter over the display hole. This is essential for viewing in daylight.
Four holes need drilling in the rear of the case for the grommets
for the rocket cables, and for the prototype the safety key was
also mounted on the back panel of the case. The relay board and
battery holders are tied to the base of the case using double
sided adhesrve pads.
Unsolder the LEDs D1 to D4, but leave them loosely fitted into
the board holes, connect short cables to al pins on the main
board, and plug in the ribbon cable. Fit the man board to the
front panel and fix rt firmly in case by screwing on the switch ruts.
Now carefully move the LEDs so that the top of the LED fits
snugly behind the front panel hole. Solder the leads of the LEDs

into the boat.
The firing button is connected through a phono socket. The
lead used was a single cored miurupl lune lead, and the button
mounted in a 35mm plastic film canister. Do not use a Jack plug
for the lead, as the plug may cause a short - and an accidental
rocket firing - when it is inserted.
Resolder all the cables and check that the protect still
operates property befona assembling the rasp.

Using the launcher safely
As with any rocket launching system (be rt electrical or simply a
match). the safety of the system depends on the operator
displaying common sense and taking al sensible precautions.
With this system the operator must take out the safety key
whenever correcting rockets to the launcher. This provides a
strong guarantee of safety. The display will flash whenever the key
is removed, and this may be used as confirmation that the key is
removed and that there is no internal short that might fire the
rocket. The unit should be powered up whenever connecting
rockets to allow the three second safety time-out to operate
when new rockets are connected, although the time-out operates
automatically on power up.
Please follow the instructions provided with the rocket
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System Features
Complete Encl-IdEnd CAE/CAD system
Simultaneous Schematic and Layout generation
Automat,/ Front and back annotation
intuitive hierarchical menu structure
Mouse or keyboard commend activation
Macro operations
Real-time display of ratsnest. active nodes.
single hne or true Owe width
On-line help
Auto reconnect
Full integration of Schematic and layout
Automat,/ file backup
user definable text sizes
DXF in and output
Screen hardcopy
Library viewer with editing possibility
SxolLhoig orfoff Possibility for tool and scroll

ELECTRONIC DESIGN FOR WINDOWS NON COMMERCIAL

TEACHERS... STUDENTS...
!TOME USERS... etc.

Your opportunity to save If fit's
With this non commercial version of our software
produced for single users, this is your dream come
true!
Software as you are probably aware has no real
material value, but is priced to recover the
enormous costs of development. The software
house tries to evaluate how many units will sell
at a specific price to generate the amount needed
and produce a healthy profit.
As the electronics marketplace shrinks, due to
expanding competition, it means that, in reality,
powerful user friendly software, such as EDWin,
must be very highly priced and therefore remains
inaccessible to the individual and small businesses.

Until today ... Norlinvest, one of the biggest
software houses in the electronics sector, has
decided to put onto the market a "Non
Commercial' version of their EDWin software,
which is known worldwide.

bars

visible schematic and PCB symbols by editing
Monixtircene mode for better print resolution

itaaarrat
institutions minimum order
two systems.

Card Price

1 EDWinNC Basic: Schematics. PCB Layout
with Basic Autorouter and Postprocessing. Max
100 component database and 500 symbol Device
Library (49.00

The De Luxe 1 version has the above, but also
includes Professional Libraries and unlimited
database components. 179.00

De Luxe 2 is the same as the basic version, but
with Professional Libraries and adds Mix -mode
Simulation. 179.00

De Luxe 3 all the above plus the Arizona
This is the first truly seamlessly integrated suite of
software running in all Windows formats
simulation, schematics and PCB design. At last
allowing amateurs, teachers, students.... in a
work "individual" to take advantage of current
technology, without any restriction.

Autorouter. 1114.00

.

To avoid misunderstanding - there is no difference
between the industrial version of the software
and our Non-commercial version, except the price.
In other words; industry is subsidising the
development cost and now the individual can take
full advantage of this.

Computer Compatibility

Options Professional ))brans (24.00
Professional Database
(Unlimited components) 124.00
Mix -mode Simulation 124.00

Maximum number of nets 16,000
Maximum number of nodes 32,000
Maximum number Of bend points 64.000
Maximum number of connections- 64.000
Maximum number of symbols 32,000
Maximum number of components 32,000
Maximum number of mutt -segment traces
32.000. with a total of 64.000 trace segments
ANSL/IFC Iroranes

(,.

her. hICD. 'sic and place output

Schematic Capture
i.

sheets

..)

x 64- sheet size

.

.!andarcl sheet sizes

ale and mirror symbols
dragging of components and VATS
r package and pn assignment
-,al and free mode manual routing
- c bus annotation
.e load, move and delete
ess to muted made ornulabon
'i)g of connections
and splitting of nets pOssibtlity
r ice width. also for bus -lines
-9 of component positions
Automatic Component renumbering by

Arizona Autorouter (24.00

swatso,ng

EDSpice Simulation 149.00
Thermal Analysis C19.00

PCB Layout
32 layers s28 route layers. 2 silk -Screen layers

Post and Packing f5.00 UK. Overseas
f 10.00 Prices include VAT
All Maior Credit Cards Accepted

Is 4

Windows 3.x, Win95 or Win NT,
a min. 386 processor (486+ rec.)

(front and back). 2 soldermask layers (front and
back))

User definable trace sizes.
User definable pads
CJrvea traces
I mil grid resolution
Fine grid 10 micron
5MT, fine line, analog support
Component repeat, rotate and mirror
Components "Move by name'
Component. gate and pin swap
Automat,/ component renaming

Trace repeat

8mb of RAM
ELECtIOPilt-

Please Rush Me MN'

FOR 141NDOIFSN0N COMMER( IAL

Program.

Swift Designs Ltd., Dept.ET1, Business & Technology Centre,
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts, SG1 2DX.

Name:

Address:

Dn line, multi -layer routing with automatic wa
,nseition
Pm-to-pn, free or 45 degree routing
Change segment side and width, trace side arid
width
Fast interactive emersion of ground planes
with user definable cross -hatch or solid fill
Automatic ground plane with thermal relief
mention
Automatic DRC with user specified parameters
Electrical connectivity checking
Linear rotation of symbols
Gerber input read and use possibrlity
interlace to Spectra 6 0, Max route 6 0
and Anzona Autoroute(
Barna° functions (logos, dravangs.
Soohrucated database viewer

Mixed Mode Simulation

Postcode:

Tel: (Day)
.;

as well as in simple schematic or PCB design

:

To run the program you will need:

CD-ROM Drive

&map support for loading logos.
document/100M etc Can be used in herarchical

(Evening)
Version Required: Basic De Luxe 1 2 3 (please circle)
I enclose f
+ p.p. f5.00 UK (p.p. f10.00 outside UK)
Cheque/P.R/Credit Card: Visa/Access/Mastercard:
Expiry Date: L
N":

AC analysis (Frequency darnNM
DC analysis flineadnco-britia)
TD analyse aline domain).
Diagram generator
Dynamic parameter definition of acme and
pewee components
Output graphs displayed on screen, hardcopy or
placed on schematic
Oscilloscope function
DU. based anaberdiesal simulation primitnes.
modelling language and Weary creation tools
Built-in model generator for discrete devices

.

Signature:
FtEAS1 ALL

Tel 01438 310133

Fax 01438 722751

10-15 DAYS FOR DEUVYBY

Email designseswthdesigns co uk Web. www.swiftdesigns.co.uk

Pleas* Note: Some of the above are ONLY
provided on the De Luxe 3 Version EdSpice
arid Thermal Analysis are available
at t>0'1 or extras

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
- List 5
One item only per pack unless otherwise stated.

TEST PRODS FOR MULTIMETERS with 4mm

PROJECT CASE. 95 x 66 x 23mm with removal lid
held by 4 screws, pack of 2. Ref 976.
SOLENOIDS. 12 to 24V. will push or pull, pack of 2.
Ref 877

sockets. Good length very flexible lead. ref 086

2M MAINS LEAD. 3 core with instrument plug

S OHM PM SPEAKERS. size 8 x 4'. pack of 2.

moulded on. Ref 879.
TELESCOPIC AERIAL. chrome plated. extendable.
pack of 2. Ref 884.
MICROPHONE, dynamic with normal body for hand
holding. Re' S85

These may be slightly rusty and that is why they are
so Cheap, but are electrically OK. Ref D102.
PAXOUN PANELS size 6 x 6'. approximately %.*
thick, pack of two. ref D103.

13A SOCKET, virtually unbreakable, ideal for
trailing lead, ref D95.
PIEZO RUZZER with electronic sounder circuit, 3 to
9V DC operated. Ref D76.

CROCODILE CLIPS sJpenor quality flex, can be
attached w '
'.rung 5 each red and black.

200-20V 10VA. £1, Order Ref 812.
200-20V 10VA. £2. Order Ref 2985.
20020V 20VA. E2. Order Ref 29138.
20-020V 40VA, £3, Order Ref 3P205.
20020V 80VA. £4. Order Ref 4P36.
25-0-25V 40VA. £3. Order Ref 3P206
36-036V 20VA. L2. Order Ref 2P156.

SPECIAL TRANSFORMERS
15VA gives 1V 7V 8V 9V or 10y. £1. Order Ref 744.
38038V 150VA with regulated winding. £10. Order
Ref 10P36.

230.115V auto auto transformer 10VA. £1. Order

DITTO but without internal electronics. pack of 2.

Ref 886
B ATTERY CONNECTOR FOR PP3 superior quality.
pack of 4. Ref 887.

Ref D64.

LIGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES, Ref 898.

230115V auto transformer 300VA can be made

LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCH. approximately

PRESETS. 470obm and 220K. mounted on single
panel. pack of 10. Ref 849.
THERMOSTAT 'or ovens
'
to take
control knot rr.
12.0-12V 10 W MAINS TRANSFORMER Ref 811.
tav 10W MAINS TRANSFORMER Ref 813.
AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS .
.
of, pack of

from our Ref 4P97. This is a big mains transformer
but it has 1 115V tapping on its onrnary. £4

30mm sq. pack of 2, Ref D64.
ROTARY SWITCH. 9 pole 6 way. small size and 14*
spindle, pack of 2, Ref D54.
FERRITE RODS. 7' with coils for Long and Medium
waves, pack of 2. Ref D52.
DITTO but without the coils, pack of 3. Ref D52.
SLIDE SWITCHES. SPOT. pack of 20. Ref D50.

r

2, kr

-

MAINS OP ROTARY SWITCH with A' control

AMPLIFIER 9 or 12V operated Mullard 1153. Ref

spindle. pack of 5, Ref D49

82"..

ELECTROLYTIC CAP, 8000 at 6.4V. pack of 10,

2 CIRCUIT MICRO SWITCHES. Lincoln. pack of 4.

Ref D48.
ELECTROLYTIC CAP. 1000 + 1000uf 12V. peck of
10. Ref D47

-.

LARGE SIZED MICRO SWITCHES 20 x 6 x 10mm),

MINI RELAY with 5V coil. size only 26 x 19 x

MAINS VOLTAGE PUSH SWITCH with white dolly
ounting by he.
a, nut. Ref...
POINTER KNOB for spindle wtm_n is lust under V,
like
,state pack of 4. Ref 833.

11mm. has 2 sets changeover contacts. Ref D42.
MAINS SUPPRESSOR CAPS. luf 250V AC. pack of
10. P,

TELESCOPIC AERIAL chrome plated, extendable
and it
..er for improved FM reception. Ref 1051.
MIS LAMP HOLDERS. slide on to A" tag. pack of
10, Ref 1054.
PAX TUNING.
internal diameter, pack of 2. 12"
lengths. Ref 1056.
ULTRA THIN DRILLS. .4mm. pack of 10. Ref 1042.
20A TOGGLE SWITCHES, centre off. part spring

controlled, will stay on when pushed up but will
Wong Deck when pushed down. pack of 2, Ref 1043.

HALL EFFECT DEVICES, mounted on small heat
sink, pack of 2, Ref 1022.
12V POLARISED RELAY. 2 changeover contacts.
Ref 1032.
PAXOUN PANEL. 12 x 12' W thick, Ref 1033.

MINI POTTED TRANSFORMER, only 1.5VA 150
15V or 30V. Ref 964.

-

mounting, pack of 2. Ref 995.
PRE-SET POTS. 1 meg. pack of five. Ref 998.
WHITE PROJECT BOX, with rocker switch in top left

hand side, size 78 x 115 x 35mm, unpnnted. Ref
1006.

6V SOLENOID. good strong pull but quite small.
pack of 2. Ref 1012.
FIGURE 8 MAINS FLEA, also makes good speaker
lead, 15m, Ref 1014

HIGH CURRENT RELAY. 24V AC or 12V DC. 3
changeover contacts. ref 1016.
LOUD SPEAKER. 8 ohm 5W. 3.7" round. Ref 962.

NEON PILOT LIGHTS, oblong for front panel
mounting, with internal resistor for normal mains
operation, pack of 4. Ref 970.
3.1311181 JACK PLUGS. pack of 10, Ref 975.

WONDER PLUGS, pack of 10, Ref 986.

950. mains operated. 2 outputs. 1 9..5V at 550mA
and the other 15V at 150mA, Ref 988
ANOTHER PSU, mains operated. output 15V AC at
376mA Ref 989
PHOTO CELLS. ',con chip type, pack of 4, Ref 939.
LOUD SPEAKER. 5" 4 ohm 5W rating, Ref 946.

230V ROD ELEMENTS. 500W terminal ended 10'
Pack of 2, Ref 943.
LOUD SPEAKER. 7 x 5' 4 ohm, 5W. Ref 949.
LOUD SPEAKER. 4' circular 6 ohm 3W. peck of 2,
'

Ref 951.
FERRITE POT CORES. 30 x 15 x 25mm, matching
pair. Ref 901.
PAXOUN PANEL. 8 SS x 3 55 with electrolytics 250uf

and 100uf. Ref 905.
CAR SOCKET PLUG. with PCB compartment. Ref
917.
4 CORE FLEX. suitable for telephone extensions,
10m. Ref 918.
VERO OFF CUTS. approximately 30 square inches
of useful sizes, Ref 927.

230115V auto transformer lliVA. L20, Order Ref
20P29.

SUPER WOOFER LOUDSPEAKERS
Two

rating or 250W muse and normal 150W. Has a very
heavy magnet and is beautifully made and finished
by Challenger. Normal selling price fOr this is £55
VAT, you can buy at £29 including VAT and carriage.
Order Ref 29P7.
The second one is a 8' 4 ohm. 200W music, 100W
normal. Again. by Challenger, price £18. Order Ref

18P9. Incidentally, as these are so heavy. if you
coliect, then you will make a saving of L2 on the
10' and 11.50 or

LOUDSPEAKERS

,

TOROIDAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All

0,,

030V

a

L. -IV

it', le

r

}L. A

IA

or 60V at 2A. pr ce £8. Order Ref 8PG2.
0110V + 0-110V at 120VA would grve you 110V at

just over 1A or 220V at KA. price L8. Order Ref
8PG3

035V + P35 at 150VA would give 35V at 4A or
70V at 2A. price L8. Order Ref 8PG9

035V + 035V at 220VA would give 35V at 6 KA or
70V at 3 %A, price £9. Order Ref 9PC.4.

0-110V 0-110V at 220VA would give 110V at 2A
or 220V at 1A. price £10. Order Ref 10PG5.

045V . 0-45V at 500VA would gne 45V at 11A or
90V at 5 SA. price 120. Order Ref 20PG7.

0110V + 6110V at 500VA would give 110V at 5A

ELECTROLYTIC CAP. 32uf at 350V and 50uf

section at 25V. in aluminium can for upright

Ref 822

NORMAL MAINS TRANSFORMERS
5V 45.4. £20. Order Ref 20P16
6V 1A. 2 for El. Order Ref

8V 1A. El, Order Ref 2U
9V %A. 2 for El. Order .
9V 1A. L1, Order Ref 2
9V 3A. E2. Order Ref 2)'

2' round 50onm coil KW speaker. pack of 2. £1.
Order Ref 908.
2 %* 8 ohm, pack of 2. El. Order Ref 454.
2 54" 35 ohm. pack of 2, El. Order Ref 514.
3 SS" 8 ohm, pack of 2. El. Order Ref 682.

5' 4 ohm. pack of 2. £1, Order Ref 136.
6
4 ohm with tweeter. £1. Order Ref 895.
6 YS" 6 ohm. £1, Order Ref 896
6 14" 8 ohm with tweeter. £1. Order Ref 897.
6 5L' 4 ohm 12W (supenor make with Hitachi tools).
£1. Order Ref 900.
6 x 4' 4 ohm. £1. Order Ref 242.
5 x 5" 15 ohm. Ll. Order Ref 906.
peck of 2. El. Order
8" 15 ohm Audax. LI, Order Ref 504.
3" 4 ohm tweeter. £1. Order Ref 433.
6 K" 4 ohm Sanyo speaker IOW. £1.50 Order Ref
1.5P11.
6 x 4' 15 ohm 10W, £2. Order Ref 2P167.
6 W 4 ohm Hitachi speaker with tweeter, £2, Order
Ref 2P301.
20W tweeter 4 ohm. £1 50. Order Ref 1.5P9

Tweeter on flange with crossover. £3, Order Ref
3P86.

Horn speaker. a. Order Ref 3982.
5' 20W loudspeaker by Goodmans for Ford. 13.
Order Ref 39145.

10V IA. El. Order Ref
12V %A, 2 for El, Order Ref 10
12V 1A. £1. Order Ref 436
12V 2A. E2. Order Ref 29337.
12V 3A. £3, Order Ref 3P181.
15V IA. £1. Order Ref 267
17V IA. £1. Order Ref 492

8' 8 ohm Amstrad 15W speaker with matching

18V 1 %A. £1, Order Ref 491
20V 4A £3 Order Ref 3P106
24V VA LI Order Ref 337
24V 1A. £2. Order Ref 2P413.
24V 1 SA. £2.50, Order Ref 2.5P15.
25V 10A. £20. Order Ref 20P33.
28V 2 VA. £4. Order Ref 4P24.
30V 25VA. £2.50, Order Ref 2.5P25.
40V 2A. £3 Order Ref 3P107.
43V 3 VA. £5. Order Ref 5P262.
50V 15A L20 Order Ref 20P2.
675V 100mA. 1.5. Order Ref 5P166.
4kV 2riA. £5. Order Ref 5P139
6-0-6V 5VA, 2 for £1. Order Ref 612.
6-06V 10VA. LI. Order Ref 281

Order Ref 7P12.

7.507.5V 8VA. £1, Order Ref 0104
7.507.5V 50VA, £4, Order Ref 4P98.
8043V 8VA. LI, Order Ref 212
12042V 3VA. LI. Order Ref 636.
12012V 6VA. LI, Order Ref 811.
12012V 30VA, 12.50. Ref 2.5P15.
15015V 1VA, LI. Order Ref 937.
15015V 15VA. L2.50. Ref 2.5P24.
18018V 10Va. LI. Order Ref 813.
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tweeter, 14. Order Ref 4P57.

Midi speaker in cabinet 4 ohm 5W, £5, Order Ref
59137.
Boxed speakers 4 Ohm. £5 each or pair for L8.
Order Ref 8/14L.

Double wound voice coil 25W speaker. ITT. £7,
Bulkhead speaker, metal cased. £10. Order Ref
10P43.
25W 2 way crossover. pack of 2. £1. Order Ref 22.
40W 3 was crossover. LI. Order Ref 23

BIG BUYERS DISCOUNT
in quantity and if you order 10 of an item, you
can deduct 10%, 50 of on item 15%, 100 of an
item 25%, or a mixed order totalling £200 from
items on this page. again 25% discount.
TERMS

Send cash, PO, cheque or quote credit card number
- orders under £25 add L3.50 service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Work. Drpt E E
St.lirbrntgo. l..int.
St.../. RH 17 SPA

TIlephort, 01444 881%5

engines, in particular the recommendation that the rockets are
used only under responsible adult supervision. and are fred only
in suitable locations. Estes recommend that rockets are fred at
least 5m away. and in the event of a launch failure the rocket
must be left for at least one minute before approaching it to
attempt to re -launch rt.
If less than four rockets are connected, attach the rockets to
the lower numbered cables: therefore with two rockets to launch,
connect them to cables 1 and 2.
Figure 8: the code for the 16C74

080E200007347F346F34003405
00000001FF

Obtaining programmed chips
figure 8. A disk
containing the object and source code for the project may be
obtained by sending an SAE and a cheque for £5 to Forest
Electronic Developments.10 Holmhurst Avenue, Chnstchurch,
Dorset BH23 5P0. They will take credit card orders on 01425
275962. Alternatively a pre-programmed 16C74 is available
from FED for £15.00.

Estes model rockets can be found at most good model
shops. A catalogue is available from Estes in the USA at:
Estes Industries. 1295 H Street. Penrose, CO 81240, USA.
Tel. from UK (for other origins, add the appropriate
international code): 00 1 (800) 820 0202; fax 00 1 (800) 820
0203, or on the World Wide Web at
http://www.service.corrVestes/ estes.html .
All photographs courtesy of rocket builder Sven Knudson.
Sven's web site can be found at www.dtm-corp.com/-sven.
His email is sven@dtm-corp.com

:04000000A720052808
10000800E9287820A4102411241A0C28072824117D
10001800A001A101241E0528A708031008282410E3
100028000C282411A4142C,08AD002E08033C031935
1000380059282E08023C031964282E08013C03198C
100048003E28A0010130A90029088E202908A10016
100058001E30A200A41C3A28A208031D2E287820CB
100068002908043C03193A28A90A2828A410782047
100078COA 7010C28A0010130A900A 10029088E20A1
100088002908A 1001E30A200A41C3A28A208031DBA
10009800482878202908043C03193A28A41C3A283C
1000A800241D52282411A90A4228A001A101802058
100088001E30A200A41C3A28A208031D5E283A2874
1000C8000A30A13000130A000A101A411A41C3A28F9
1000D800A41D6A28A411A008031DA003A108031DDC
1030E 800772fi0A30A1C0A103031 D6A2859280510A2
1000F8008510051185110800B0012D183014AD18130
1001080080142D193015AD19B0150508FC053C04CB
10011800850008008000043C03109428AD141.5151E
100128003008033C031D9A282D1905153008023C98
10013800031DA0288514AD183008013C031D0800D4
100148002018051408008(3137B20FF30FF30850025
1001580086008700880007308903831605108510FF
1C01680005118511071207138710871107118712C8
1001780007100812881208138312870008168816E39
.1001880008170330831681008312313090008E01E6

.

Ail 1 percent, 0.25
3608
R1-7
R8-10
10k
R11,14
R12
R13
R15-18
R19-22

41t7

1008
1k5
2k

Capacitors
C1,2
C3

C4-5

22p disc ceramic
100u 10y electrolytic
100n disc ceramic

Semiconductors
IC1

:100198008F01D4309500303096000A3097008816C6
:1001A8C00131783160C1c8312A401AA01A701A20138

IC2

:100113800ACO1A501A601AFO1A801A001A10111216F

Disp1-3

:1001C8000A30AB008817482108008100030E8312D8
:1001D80082000C100529AF0AA80l3F528A4150A308F
:1001E800AB0011210C11D43095070318960A303052
:1001F80096072414A708031DA703A2011031DA2033A
:100208C00C2908100C290811A50A0319A60A4B2151
:10021800320E8300610E310E0900AE01061BAE147A
:10022800861A2E1486191D292C142A1C48212A14D2
:100238001F292C102A1006192629AC14AA1C482198
:10024800M142829AC10AA1086182F292C152A1DA3
:1002580048212A1531292C112A1106183829AC15DC
:10026800AA1D4821AA153A29AC11AA118618402982
:100278002A1E24152A1641292A12051A4629241248
:10028800A4104729241608001E30A7000800A80A51
:100298002808033C0319A801081688160817241A09
:1002A8005729AF180800A80803195F292818832907
: 1002 B800A818672908130812200800276929881236
:1002080021080027692908132C088000FF3087008F
:1002080030180712B01807133019871013019871192
:0E02E800301A07111301A8712301807100800D9
:100E0000130000A3C031C003407308A003008093E59
.100E100082003F340634513344F3466346D347D34A5

PIC16C74 - see text
5V regulator HT7250, Maplin
Code LE79
Dual 7 -digit display, 0.5in, CA,
Maplin Code BY66

01-3
04,5-8

BC557
BC548

D1-4

Green LED

D5 -D9

Not fitted

D10-13

1N4148

Other components
PL1,2,3

chassis mounted phono sockets

5V, 70ohm coil, 5A relays,
Maplin code SD94
Miniature SPOT switch, Maplin
SW1,2,3
code FH98
US -type mains plug, safety key
US -type mains socket, safety key
4MHz resonator
XL1
Hipirs DIL header-, 4 x AA type battery clips, see
RL 1-4

lext twin core cable, 35 mm; case M1006, Maplin
code U4e4; fire switch - push to make; ic sockets,
-aloe pin; Ic sockets, DIL 18 pin, O.6in; ic sockets,
411.:40pirn1-moire microphone cable for Fire key;
PC14-V11701% phone plug for Fire key; red fitter,
0011P relyribbon cable.
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Fuoy ,rteac' .e demo vers ons available for download from our WWW site
Ca fry edu'-it ona! rnu'tl-user and dealer pricing - new dealers always wanted
Prices exclude VAT and delivery All manufacturers trademarks acknowledged

GCSE Grounding

111=111

Terry Balbirnie continues his series of adaptable circuits for GCSE projects with an
adjustable delayed timer module
he purpose of this saes is to describe some
electronic
modules which wi be of nterest to students
ri
aid hobbyists. partcularty those studvng fa (CSF
Technology and similar examnations. AI the devices
may be used as they stand. a rnockfiecf to art a
parbaiar 4.0L4tILII. Ai have possibilities for
experimental work bait in to challenge the more ambrbous student.

No

fres

The circuits are groan without tris - they are not taint nto a box. aid
there is no on -off swtch, for example. These details are left to the
constructor. The way n which each device works s descrbed with
the ad of the afoot diagram.
Construction is based on a stripboard (dartboard) layout
Vercboard is preferred by many students and rt is reacity available.
Also. the nherent "n-Ine- arrangement of components rterent n
stripboard more nearly resembles the arrangement of a trait
diagram than a true PCB does. aid is therefore more easy to match
to the crust urier study. The relay output means that the araits
are able to control other battery -operated devices such as lamps or
motors usng a separate supply. They are also able to switch other
electronic chests on or off without arty care needed over interlaang.

to
supply). Diode D2 allows anent to flow from supply posit
charge up capacitor C4 which then provides a supply to the crust.
The capaator provides a reserve of charge aid helps to provide
stable operation. This s especially useful when the battery s
becornrig old or when a poaty-smoothed plug -n supply is used.
D2 also provides protection rf the supply were to be connected with
ncorrect polarity since then it ward be reverse biased arid would
not allow anent to flow.
The principle component is the integrated arait timer. IC1. The
functions with very few external components to provide reasonably
acarate tone delays. The chip ncorporates a digital counter aid
logic circuitry which enables it to gire very tog ti rigs with relatively
low value components. It operates as follows. Current from the
battery positive line flows trough resistor R2 to pns 4 and 5. An on chip 5V regulator then provides a stabised supply for the C. The
excess voltage - that IS, the difference between the honorer 9V nput
and 5V - appears across R2. Deccuping capacitor C3 is essential
to stable Operation of the c. On powering -up. Wring begins and pin

Note that these crafts must not be used to control mans
equipment as this would be very dangerous.

Just in dm
This month we shall look at a tore delay mod - which may be used
to switch some external device on or off dung operation. The
"high4oW' aspect is provided by a switch on the avast pare. In one
position, the trays may be Ousted from about 30 seconds to 11
MInUieS. In the alternative position. they may range from about 4

3 goes hip

minutes to 2 bars. This makes the croft suitable for a wide variety
of purposes. For example. rt card be used for process timing
(possibly fa photogapric work or cookery). It could also be used to
operate a radio for a preset tine at night so that rt wi switch cif after
the user has gone to sleep. The trays are easy changed if
required and details fa dang this are given later. The tote current
requirement is about 80mA whie tning. Ths is not important fa
short tiring,. However. over long penods the battery would soon be
drained. tt would then be better to use a commercial plug -n power
supply unit. More about the wi be sad later.
The crew s shown in figure 1. Power is of taned from a PP9
battery or six AA size cells in a suitable holder (or from a pug -n

Pin 14 provides a preason 2.5V apply fa the trring
components (RV1, R1. C1 aid C2). Asarne that switch SW1 is
open (off) for the mullet so C1 s ckscomected and has no effect.
Current llOWS from pn 14 through preset RV1 and resistor R1 and
charges capaata C2. When the voltage across C2 reaches a
certain value, this is detected by pin 13 and the on -chip carter
registers "one'. The capacitor is then discharged by ntemal circuitry.
The charging process then starts again with the counter keeping a
record of the number of charge/discharge cycles. When this reaches
4095. pin 3 goes low aid wring is termnated. The ic is then ready
to begs a further cycle when the supply s switched off then on
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k

D2
1N4001

0+9V
'BREAK' CONTACT

R2

RLA1

270R

o-o 'MAKE' CONTACT

D1

1N4148
80

COMM
11

RV1

14M7

12

114

R3
1k5

IC1

ZN1034E

-I

'=1c4
220p

R1

220k

01
l

e

ZTX300

13

C3
47n

C2
47n
C1

47.7

o OV

Figure 1: the circuit of the High -Low timer module

retry cod. The relay has SPOT contacts and access is provided to
both the normaity-open rmakel and the normaty-dosed (-break-)
ones so that external devices may be switched either cc or off
during the timng cycle. D1 bypasses the reverse high -voltage pulse
whch appears across the relay cc when it switches off. Without
the. the high voltage wild damage
semi -Inductor devices n the omit.

agar. When SW1 is closed (on), capaator Cl is comacted n
parallel with C2 and the overall value is increased. This extends the

trrwys.
While pin 3 is high. arrant flows through resistor R3 to the base
of transistor 01. This allows colector anent to flow through the

n.c

Construction
The topside s !Om." Layout (component side
view) is shown n figure 2. Note that a large
number of track breaks and inter -strip links are
needed. Make the track breaks first. using a
proper spot face cutter. then attend to the

inks. Most cases of malfunction are due to
broken completely, a break a
strips not be
Yrk wre bang left out. a break in the wrong
place a a bbb of sober or slyer of copper
bndgnig adjacent tracks. Some of these
mistakes are nixside to the naked eye, so
check with a magnifying glass'
Next. solder the switch ri postal With the
speafied unit. the centre tag will not fit the
0.1n. matrix. It will be necessary to drill a srnal
hole between the tracks as niatted. The
centre tag is connected to the copper strips
on each side of it by sobenng a short fink wre
between them. Do not rely on a Mob of solder
to do this. Follow by sobering the c socket in

Figure 2: the stripboard layout of the High -Low timer module

-m-aarar-

Position, the relay then all remaining

carponents. Take care to moult the
transistor, diodes and capaata C4 the ccirect
way rand. Solder battery connect= to the
+9V and CN tracks as ncticated If a plug -In
soppy is to be used. use the appropnate

Figure 3: the back of the stnpboard layout
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connector. Solder wires to the regured relay contact tracks - the

minion and either the WO (numally-open or "make") or WC
(nainaly-closed or "break"). Probably the "make" contacts are more
useful and these are accessible from the edge of the board. Note.
however. that the photograpn shows wires soldered to the "break"
contacts.
Acfrust RV1 fully clockwise and switch SW1 off (lever adiust-cl
upwards). This wd gve minimum trnng winch is best for te-

arposes. Insert the c Wag care over the orientation. Ths Is a
CMOS deice and could be damaged by static charge - earth
yoursett by touching a water tap or other earthed pont before
horning the pins.

Testing
Connect the battery and listen for a click horn the relay. It should
then switch off again some 33 seconds later. Disconnect the battery.
Advance RV1 to give longer tirrings and switch on again. Check the
higher tug range by switching SW1 on (lever downwards).
If you are using a plug -n power suppiy, make sue that its
voltage cutout does not exceed 12V If rt is of the stabiksed type
be no problem. The nerperisive non-statiseid type wit
there
need to be checked since the output vatage B usualty stated for

full -bad corckbons and with this glut it wd be loaded only bp*.
You may fnd that a 6V nominal supply provides 9V under a light
rt crnp
bad. If it has a polarity reversing plug. rt is aide n order trway rand, and ff the circuit does not work. reverse it.

Ideas for experiments
Remember, this ()fait must nut be used to operate mains devces.
To extend to tine periods. capacitors C1 or C2 could be
ncreased n value. Alternatety, ncrease the value of RV1 or R1. If the
tinfrus need to be adjusted from outside the case remove RV1

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FR
FR
FRE
FR

and connect wires from a standard panel-mountrg potentiometer
to the Sarre positions. If a motor or a lamp regunng mar) than
about 1,4 rs to be operated, rt wil be necessary to up -rate the relay
one havri9 afXrcpnatery rated contacts.

Resistors
R2
R3

220k
270R
1k5

RV1

4M7 mm horizontal preset

R1

Capacitors
Cl
C2
C3
C4

470n mm metallised polyester
47n mm metallised polyester
100n mm metallised polyester
220u 16V PCB electrolytic

Semiconductors
ICI

Di

ZN1034E
ZTX300
1N4148

D2

1N4001

01

Miscellaneous
RLA1 Miniature relay with 6V coil and 2A "make"
contacts; 0.1 in matrix stnpboard; PP9 battery and
connectors; 14 -pin din socket.
The relay used in the prototype was type FM91 Y
from Maplin.
The switch was type FF77J from Maplin.

FREE!
FREE!

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE! GREENWELD
FREE!
F

FR

FFR

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

FREE

EE!
EE!

EE!
EE!
E!
E!

EE!
REE!

FREE!
FREE!
FREE!

FRP-

PHONE, FAX OR WRITE TODAY!

27E Park Road
S015 3UQ
Southampton
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307

INTERNET: http: // www. herald. co. uk/clients/G/Greenweld/greenweld. html

Electronics Principles 4.0
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.

The popular Electronics Principles 3.0

£49.95*

comprehenstire Introduction to ac & dc dicta Italy.
current Phase mikes alternating voltages and CUOMO. Kt
networks reactance and Impedance. ,scitiedevIcee- dlOdes,
effect Irani.. -s. SCRs and OP -Amps. Logic
Unary octaland hex number conversions

-

a

a---,

-I -.___

zo

L

n._.-...

- These are nal* three hundred analogue
Irisioclhe graphics In colour, with

Ao

along vAlh notes to explari each

--

-..-/-

40

00

Al Inputs& outputs use electronts symbols
Hundreds or electronics formulae crvolkible tor circuit nvestigation

Ideal for students and hobbyists who reauke a Quick and easy way to get to.
grips with o particuics point
Explore the sublect as the interactive graphics are redrawn showing phase
MOBS. voltage and current levels or logic states for your oboes:6n component

yaws.
had copes of at -tonics text and calculations.

I ogee TV 4700 2300 101) 7300 . 7
V . 3 41246811E 03 7300 23 25V
I 771725 - 3 42401111 03 3 4247.4

TErgairay 7300 . 7
03. 160!389 - I6 0950+
V2. MO 3 424858E 03 8 361644 8 3619,/
T

&Shoots and Colleges.
A fully interactive 'electronics textbook' on the screen.
OHP slicleS and student handouts within minutes.
Multi-user network version available.

eel

. 4700 3 42l

V3

WO

1

4.'80361 01 -

3424638 - 342 11639eV

EPT Educational Software. Pump House. Lockram Lane. Witham. Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
UK & EC countries add £2 per order for
Tel Fax: 01376 514008 e-mail sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk
post & packing. VAT should be added to the total. Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.
Switch. Delta. Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Computer -controlled
Christmas Light Show
Pei An uses his Centronics port to drive a "melody" of programmable light patterns
1,0 B

LED BOARD

CONNECTED TO
CENTRONIC PORT

Figure 1: the computer -controlled LED light show

his article descnbes a computer -controlled LED bah,
show system. There are 24 LEDs (8 red, 8 green
and 8 yellow) arranged in three concentric circles u,.
the display board (see Figure 1). with one blue LED
in the centre. The board is connected to an VO
control board via a 26 -way ribbon cable. The control board is
then connected to the computer's Centronics port using a
printer cable. The lighting sequence for each LED is
programmable. Users can write software to output different
lighting sequences and thus achieve various visual effects
The protect can be a fancy hi -tech decoration at home. it
you have several such devices running, you probably can just
about bring the Blackpool Illuminations into your home.
The hardware principle is very easy to understand and the
project is easy to construct. Programming the light sequence is
great kin. You can use your imagination to create any visual
effects you like. If you are a bit lazy, you could let your
computer to 'compose' its own melody of lights...

11). At the low -to- hIgn Iransilion, the opt", Liatc, is a1..2hed to

the output. In the circuit, data inputs to the three latches are
provided by the Data port of the Centronic port. DBO, DB1
and DB2 of the Control port are connected to CLK inputs of
IC1, IC2 and IC3, respectively. The output ports A, B and C are
available from J1 and the pin -out functions of the connector
are shown in figure 5.
The U0 board requires an 8 to15V DC 1A power supply.
The voltage is converted to +5V using an on -board voltage
regulator. A fuse is used to limit the total current consumption
within 500 rnA.
The circuit diagram of the LED display board is shown in
Figure 4. Each LED is driven by one output of the 74LS374
latches. A resistor is connected in series with the LED to limit
the LED current below 15 mA. The LEDs used are 10mmdiameter LEDs, and there are 24 of them arranged in three
circles of 8 LEDs each. with a blue LED in the centre. In my
display, the inner circle has yellow LEDs: the middle circle has
red LEDs and the outer circle has green LEDs. They are
controlled by Port B. Port C and Port A, respectively.

The works
The system consists of two boards: the 110 board and the LED
(display) board. The I/O boards is connected to the punter port
of a PC, and provides 24 output lines. The LED board contains
25 LEDs of 10mm diameter.
The details of the Centronics port are descnbed in the
article 'Centronics Mini -Data Lab' in ETI Volume 26 Issue 2.
earlier this year.

The circuit diagram of the U0 board is shown in Figure 2. It
contains three 74LS374 octal latches (IC1, IC2 and IC3). The
pin -out of the 74LS374 is given in Figure 3. When latching a
data to the output, firstly, the data is applied to the inputs (D).
The a low -to -high -then -low pulse is applied to the CLK pin (pin
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Programming
COI. LICA
COM SWAM 1C0969909
2A -WAY

01101 ram

DC VALE
$

0

5c

OM

0.0

IC/

IS 10

03

C)

ao

Da

IC}
ID' 2

00

es ,(71
ce7

,&7
00

at>.
741837440 ,

DATA

ON

Or

so

40
13

If

40

4.40

(7)

al

3

ID

10

09
OHO

DC

10

allo

A 30 -PIN Falk

11330

CENTRCNICS
CONNECTOR

0
0

10

2,

"

oe)

0
43.

00 0

U.

03

10

4049

9445374w

"

20

"
Os, .fp $

40
40
IS

14

SO

01

10
1.

If

O

-

Pro9rammin9 Wu:PagesThe present program contains some
useful functions and procedures.
Procedure Inputsrinter_address reports
the number of Centronics ports installed
on your pc and allows you to select a
printer port. Procedure
write_port(port_rurnberport_data:byte)

writes port_data into one of the tree
74LS374 latches specified by
port_number. The port_data could be a
value from 0 to 255 and the port_address
could be O. 1 or 2. This is the only VO
control procedure in this program.
Procedure Timer(secondreal) is a timer
procedure. If the tine elapsed is in excess
of the second, it wd set the time-out flag
(a Boolean number) true.
When you run the program, it first
reports the number of Centiuilk.s ports
installed on you pc and asks you to select
a punter port to which the light show
board is to be connected to. After this,
the program Will play a number of light effect melodies which I have
programmed.
In this demonstration program, I have
written some light effect procedures. They
are designed to work as folows:

004

74/3374

10

20

ao

ao IS

Procedure Al_on_off (second) puts al the
LEDs on or off at the same time. The time
period of this effect is determined by the
variable: second. The details of the
procedure are given in the program kst.

10

00

CC

Procedure Binary (second) simply sends
binary data from 0 to 255 to the three
ports. The lighting sequence of the LEDs
Ice a binary canter. This is a good
demo of binary data.

NEATWNK

AISV

The Turbo Pascal 6 program for the
project is listed below. Readers can
convert the program into Rase or other

\\ /

FS,

IA

7-S
C,

C2C3

10

I004I

20

20

CI

C2

10

10

II

Procedure Chase (No, effect 1,
eftect2,second) gives an LED chase
effect. To find out the functions of
parameters. type the program and try rt.

20
IC3

10 RI

I NCR

Procedure Red_Green (second)
ifiurrinates one red LED aid one green
LED. The two LEDs rotate in a aide.

Future 2- the circuit diagram or the Centronics I/O card

Construction
Procedure Explode (second) makes the yellow LEDs (the inner
circle) light up first. then the green LEDs (the middle circle), and
finally the red LEDs (the outer circle) lights up last. It will repeat
this action again and again. The effect is exploding circles n
different colours.

.onstructed on single -sided PCBs. The
component layout of the I/O board and the LED board are
shown in figure 5.
Construction of the boards is straightforward. Care should
be taken to ensure that the polarity of the LEDs is right. When
soldering LEDs on the PCB, keep the soldering time as short
as you can to make a good connection, as LEDs can be heat -

Procedure Al off will switch off al the LEDs.

sensitive.

This also 'switches off' the descnptions of my demo program.
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Program Ught_show
(Software driver for PCcontrolled Light Show Pei An 1997)

CONTROl
CO

PORT

080

Uses

De

-0002

dos, crt, graph;

o OS,

var

bitnumber.outputbyte:byte:
P_address. Delaynumber_delay:integer:
bitarray11..8) of byte:
timeoutfiag:boolean;
h1,m1,s1.s1001,h2,m2,s2.s1002:word:
time1,time2: real;

Can

o OW

OND0

z

Procedure find_delay_number_2:
(Check pc speed and find the delaynumber for 1 ms}

007 Cat
..ON 0,104041C0
*0110.1. PANS

Figure 3: the pin -out of the 74LS374
and the circuit for expanding an 8 -bit
port of the Centronics port

var

time1,time2,ctt:real;

if number_of_Ipt>1 then begin (select LPT1 through LPT4
more than 1 LPT installed)
repeat
(read input key)
kbchar:=readkey;
val(kbchar, LPT_number, code); (change character
to value)
until (LPT_number>=1) and (LPT_number<=4) and

thl,m1,s1.s1001,h2,m2,s2,s1002:word:
begin
clrscr;

gotoxy(25,24); write('Checking computer speed');
gettime(h1,m1,s1,s1001);

tirnel:=3600'h1+60'm1+s1+s1001/100:
for t:=1 to 1000 do delay(1);
gettime(h2,m2,s2,s1002);
time2:=3600112+60*m2+s24-s1002/100;
dt:=time2-time1;
delaynumber_delay:=round(1000/dI*0.001);
clrscr;
gotoxy(30.24); write('Finished :):

(Ipt[LPT_number1<>0):
end;
cirscr;
P_address:=Ipt(LPT_numberj;
writeln('Your selected pnnter interface: LPT',LPT_number:1):
',P_address:31:
wnteeLPT Address
delay(delaynumber_delay'1000);
textbackground(black): window(1,1,80,25); cirscr;
end;
:

&so':
end:

Procedure Input_pnnter_address;
(Universal auto detection of printer base address)
S000:50408 holds the pnnter base address for LPT1
$000:$040A holds the printer base address for LPT2
$000:$040C holds the pnnter base address for LPT3
$000:$040e holds the printer hasp address for LPT4
$000:$0411 number of parallel interfaces in binary format)

Procedure timedelay;
(A short time delay)
var

dummy:real;
isinteger:

begin

for r =1 to 50 do dummy:=0;
end

var

iptarrayt1 41 of integer;
number_of_Ipt,LPT_number.codelnteger;
kbchar:char;
begin
clrscr;
LPT_number:=1; {defaut pnnter}
number_of_Ipt=rnern(S0000:$0411): (read number of
parallel ports)
nurnber_of_Ipt:=(number_of_Ipt and (1284-64)) shr 6;
Ipt[11:=-memw($0000:$0408); (Memory read procedure)

Procedure initialization:
begin
port[P_address+21=0+2+0; (DSL=1, data load #1=0.
data load #2=0)

10121:=memwl$0000:$040A);
Ipt[3]:=memw($0030:$040C):
Ipt14):=memwl$0030:$040EJ:
textbackground(blue); clrscr;
textcolor(yeflow); textbackground(red); window(10.22,70,24);
clrscr;

',nurnber_of_Ipt:2):
writeln('Number of LPT installed
writeln('Addresses for LPT1 to LPT 4: ..Ipt[11:3,", lot[21:3,'
:

Ipt(31:3,", Ipt(4):3):
wnte('Select LPT to be used (1,2,3,4)
delay(delaynumber_delay1000);

:

'):
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Program your PIC12C508/9s

osziFOX

Visible Sound s Pentium Friendly PIC programmer will program lb,
PICI2CCOS
1'1C W:71 /84 The programmer includes a 111' socket
easily mount the device to be programmed. 11-1137A)

A universal 20 MHz
storage oscilloscope

t

All this for only £25 inc. P&P (UK Only) and VAT.
25 way M/M cable E6 (A057A). Power Supply ES (AOhlA).

40

Christmas Special PIC Programmers

Starter Kit

rhp. value for MOM'S Special Offer, consists of our PIC
programmer t11137Ar, parallel connection cable IA057/1/ and
Power supply l Alin] A) AND 10' PIC12CCOs414 /P
Incredible value at L49.99 inc. VAT and (UK) P&P.
PIC 12C 511444 P I,f2 30, lOid:2 K1, ri0xf:1 KS and 100xl.1 7h C514Ai.
lit 12C 4W' 11%. 1st:13 50 iC 501A I l'K loo M 1'0.61)0 IC cktiaAi

A slimline storage oscilloscope and digital
voltmeter with a sampling rate of up to 20 MHz.
Inclusive software enables the recorded signals to
be displayed simultaneously on a PC screen.

Voice Command Module

£60

Based on the Sensory Devices KSC neural network
speech recognition processor. 20 individual digital word
ID outputs on IDC header. Each output with an 'on' word
and 'off' word giving you up to 99% speaker dependent

Sample Rates: From 50 ns to 1 ms. Purveyors of Quality
Input Voltage: 1 V, 10 V. 100 V.
Electronic Thingies at
Trigger: ±Internal, ±External. Auto.
Very Friendly Prices
Voltmeter: AC and DC.
Supply Voltage: 9 V to 13 V DC. 13 mA, external
Trigger, ground, power 8. serial cables included.

H138A

recognition. Simply train the module with up to 40 words.
VCM low cost microphone (A060A) £630, VCM low cost
Speaker (A062A) £5.01), VCM serial cable (AO59A) 01.00.

4411Voice Command module Christmas

Also Available;

Value Pack £67.49 inc. VAT and (UK) P&P -

CCD Corner.. Modules from £60
Complete CCD Klts. with housing.
cable end connectors. Ready to run.
BAN Audio CCO Kit f135

Thu pack contains VCM (H138A), VCM microphone (A060A), VCM
speaker (A062A) and Power Supply (A061A).

All

Colour Audio CCD Kit £150

Please add £2 Op to all orders,

isible Sound Ltd., 151s The Exchange Building, Mount Stuart Square.
Cardiff, CFI MB. Tel 101222)45!417, Fax (012221480325
email Info,i..lteo.demnn.co.uk. WWW hftp://www.vsltec.demon.couk

Microchip PIC and Motorola HC11 based development Tools
PIC Microcontroller Programmers Original This is our original programmer for 16C5X, 16C55X.16C6X. 16C7x. 16C8x. 16F8X
devices Price : £40 for the kit, or £50 ready built. Serial This programmer programs the newest PIC devices in a single 40 pin multi -width
ZIF socket. Will program. 16C55X. 16C6X, 16C7X. 16C8x. 16F8X, 12C508. 120509. PIC 14000 Also In -Circuit programming. Price : £40 for
the kit, or £50 ready built. Introductory - Will program 8 pin and 18 pin devices 16C55X. 16C61. 16C62X. 16071, 16C71X, 16C8X.
16F8X. 12C508. and 12C509. Price £22 for the kit (not available ready built). Note All our programmers operate on a PC. using a

standard RS232 serial interlace (COM1. 2. 3, or 4). No hard to handle parallel cable swapping I All programmers are supplied with
instructions. Windows programming software. MPASM. MPSIM and PICDE (Windows based PIC assembler )

PIC or HC11 Windows Based Development: PICDESIM and HC11 DE allows assembly and simulation of your PIC or HC11 projects in
one Windows program Incorporate multiple files. view help file information directly from the code, edit within project. build and track errors
directly ,n the source then simulate Simulator allows 3 breakpoint types. follow code in the source window. set breakpoints directly in code.
Run programs or single step or step over subroutines Track vanable values and trace for display on the Trace Analyser. Input stimuli include
clocks direct values and asynchronous serial data Profile your program examine frequently called routines which are timed and use the
information to optimise nut bottle necks PIC Version Simulates up to 50 times faster than MPSIM NEW
32 bit version allows full use of
Windows '95/NT4.0 facilities Cost £30.00. or £25.00 for existing and new purchasers of any of our programmers. Please specify
Windows 3.1, or Windows '95 (32 bit) and either PIC or HC I I version

PIC BASIC FED's PIC BASIC products - straightforward, capable, powerful, rapid development. Operating in a Windows
Development Environment our modules need no assembler or UV era,./.r program your PIC s and operate from a serial link to your PC
The 16C74 module features - 8k EEPROM, up to 2000 lines of BASIC 27 lines of programmable I.O. 8 A/D inputs. Interrupt dnven senal
RS232 interface. Peripheral 12C bus interface. LCD display dnver routines. up to 178 bytes for vanables and stack, extendible with optional
external RAM and all the standard 16C74 features. Ask about the 16C57 version
Compiler - The FED PIC BASIC compiler for the 16C74. It produces hex code to program your 16C74 directly with no need for external
EEPROM Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC 16C74 BASIC modules - develop on an EEPROM based module then compile and
program your PIC chips directly
16C57 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 4MHz) £25.00. Pre -built £30.00 16C57 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 10MHz) £31.00. Pre -built £37.00
16074 Module Kit (8k EEPROM, 4MHz) £35.00, Pre -built £42.00 16074 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 20MHz) £40.00, Pre -built £46.00
16084 chip programmed with BASIC - £25.00 Compiler - £60.00. or £50.00 when ordered with a module

PIC and HC11 devices
PiC16C74/Jw
PIC 16C74 -04P

PIC16C57-04P
PIC16C84-04P

Erasable
OTP
OTP

PIC 16F84 -04P

PIC14000-04P
PIC12C508-04P

OTP
OTP

20MHz
4MHz
4MHz
4MHz
4MHz
4MHz
4MHz

£24.00
£8.00
£5.00
£6.00
£6.00
£10.00
£2.70

PiC16C558
PIC16C74-20P
OTP
PIC16C57-10P
OTP
PIC16C84-10P
PIC12C508-04P
OTP
PIC I 4000/Jw
Motorola MC68HC811E2

£5.00
20MHz
£11.00
10MHz
£6.00
10MHz
£8.00
4MHz
£2.20
Erasable £23.00
Ring for details

Ask about other chips!
VISA

Forest Electronic Developments
10 Holmhurst Avenue, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5PQ 01425-270191 (Voice/Fax)

.

SWAY lakewood win-uk netted htm e-mail. tad 0 lakenvood win.uk net Prices are inclusive. please add £3.00 for P&P and handling to each order
CheguesiPOs payable to Forest Electronic Developments. or phone with credit card details Serial Cables f7 50
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end,

CONNECTED TO OUTPUT B IN/
DO

R

DI

D2

03

De

DS

o DB

.07

Procedure Timensecond:real);

YELLOW LEDs
SOIER CIRCLE

I CIOR

LEDI LEDO

begin

timet:=3600111 + 60*m1 + s1 + s1001/100;
gettime(h2,m2,s2,s1CO2);

CONNECTED TO OUTPUT C 1.141

. i0Ole

oo

D2

03

De

DS

De

tirne2:=3600*h2 + 60*m2 + s2 + s1002/100;
If (time2-time1>second) then timeoutflag:=true else
tirneoutflag:=false;

07
RED LEDs
NICOLE CIRCLE

LEM 15016

BLUE
LED

00
R

CONNECTED TO OUTPUT A INI
0De
ODs
001
002
003

end;

Procedure All_on_otsecond:real);
oDe

100R

begin
gettime(h 1.m1,s1,s1001);
repeat

0D7
GREEN LEDs
OUTER CAGLE

LED, 7 LED24

writeport(0, 255);
write_port(1, 255);
write_port(2, 255);
detay(delaynumber_delar 300);
write_port(0,0);
write_port(1.0);

Figure 4: the circuit diagram of the LED board
end;

writesort(2,0);
delay(delaynumber_delay'300):
timensecond);
until timeoutflag;
end;

Procedure write _portlport_numberport_data:bytel:
(write port_ data into one of the 74LS373 D -type latches)
begin
port[P_address]:=port_data;

(output a byte to the data

Port)

Procedure binary(second:real):

timedelay;
if port_number=0 then begin
portifp_address+21:=0+2+4; (load data #1=1)
timedelay:
port[P_address+21:=0+2+0; (load data #1=0.
loading data)
timedelay;
end;
if port_number=1 then begin
port(P_address+2):=0+0+0, (load data #2=1)
timedelay:

var

I/O board
RI
C1 -C3
IC1-1C3

IC4

port[P_address+2]:=0+2+0: (load data #2=0, loading

J1

data)

J2. J3, J5

timedelay;
end;
if port_number=2 then begin
portIP_address+21:=04-0+0; (load data #2=1)
timedelay;

J6
FS1

Fuse

390R 0.25W resist
100 nF ceramic caps
74LS374 octal latches
Electromail)
.1.5V 1A voltage regulator (Maple,

or Electromail)
26 -way IDC dil connector
2 -way PCB connectors
36 -way Centronix-type female
connector
Fuse holder
500 mA fuse

Heat sink for IC4
PCB (see Technical support for availability and
prices.)
26 -way ribbon cables with heaters
Pillars to support the PCB

port[P address+2]:=1+0+0; (load data #2=0. loading
data)

timedelay;
end;
end;

LED board
R2-26
LED 1-8

Procedure find_bit_weight;
(find the bit weight)
begin
bit(1):=1;
bit)2):=2:
bit(3):=4;

LED9-16
LED 17- 24

LE025
J4

100R 0.25W carbon film resistors
10 mm yellow LEDs (Maplin or
Electromad)
10 mm red LEDs
10 mm green LEDs
10 mm blue LED
26 -way IDC dil male connector

PCB (see Technical support for availability and
prices.)
Pillars to support the PCB
header for the ribbon cable

bit(41:=8;

bit(5J:=16;
bit(61:=32:
bit(7):=64;
b4(8):=128;
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rinteger:
begin
gettime(h1,m1 ,s1,s1001);
repeat

for i:=1 to 255 do begin
write_port(0, i):
wnte_port(1,
wnte_port(2. i);
delay(delaynurnber_delay°10);
end;
timer(second);
until timeoutftag:
end;

Procedure chase(no,effect1,effect2:integer;second real).
var

ea

i.data1.data2,1:integer:

Figure 5a: the oomportent)5n
layout of the LED board

begin

gettime(h1.m1.s1,s1001);
repeat

for i:=1 to 7 do begin
data1:=bitli1;
data2:=bitlabs(effect2'8-1)1;

for j:=1 to no -1 do begin
data 1: =datal + bit[i +j1;

data2:=data1+bit [abs(effect2'8-1-01
end;
wnte_port(0. abs(effect 1'255 -data1)):
wnte_port11, abs(effect1'255-data2));

write_port(2. absleffect1'255-data2));
delay(delaynumber_delay'100);
end;

ftmer(second);
until timeoutftag;
end:

Procedure red_green(second:bytel:
var
I: integer;
begin

gettime(h1,mi,s1.s1001):

deiayldelaynumber_delay'200).
wnte_port(2.255):
write_port(1.0);
delay(delaynumber_delay'200):
write_port(2.0):
timensecond).
until ttmeoutflag:
end;

repeat

for i:=1 to 4 do begin
write_port(0,bit[21-11):
write_port(2.bit[2'i-11);
delay(delaynumber_delar 100);
write_port(1,bit(211);

write_portlabit[N);
delay(delaynumber_delay'1C0):
timensecond):
end:
until tirneoutflag;
end:

Procedure all_off;
begin
wnte_port(0,0);
wnle_port(1.0):
end;

Procedure explode(second:real);
var

Main program
begin
find_brt_weght;
find_deley_number_2;
initialisation;
input_printer_address;
repeat
red_green(4);
chase(1.0.0.2);

i.data:integer:
begin

gettirne(html.sl,s1001);
repeat

write_port(0. 255);
delayldelaynurnber_delar200):
write_port(1. 255):
write_port(0,0):
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all_on_off(2).
chase(1.1.1.2),
explode(2);
chase(3.0.0.2):
explor1P(2);

chase(3,0,12):
explode(2);
chase(1.0.0.2);
explode(2);
all_on_off(2);
binary(2):
until keypro
rid.

Some ideas
Constructors may find that the LEDs are too small and the light
emitted is not bright enough for their preferences. You could
improve this by using bigger lights. if the current required by
each light is too high, a power driver should be provided. You
could also add more lights on your display to give more
complicated visual effects. This however requires extra circuitry
to expand the outputs of the I/O board.
Now, it's time for you to think about your light effects and
write your own procedures!

Technical support
obtain most of the components
from Maplin. PO Box 3. Rayleigh. Essex SS6 SLR. UK
(catalogues from main newsagents) or Electromail, PO Box 33.
Corby. Northants NN17 9EL. UK (Tel. 01536 204555). The TP6
software driver (source code and EXE files) is available for
G.

£5.00 pounds from the address below. The price of the two
PCB together is £15.00. I also have a limited number of kits
which put everything together in a package. Please direct your
enquiry to Dr. Pei An. 11 Sandpiper Driver, Stockport. SK3
8UL, UK. My telephone and answer phone number is
444(0)161-477-9583 and my e-mail is
PANOFS1.ENG.MAN.AC.UK.
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THE MIGHTY
Midget

111111111

This little device for repair and development of audio equipment is Bob Noyes' way
of getting an audible indication for audio signal tracing as well as a meter reading.

IDA

K
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2003

Tzo,

VIEW FROM
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J1111,
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0402
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100u
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2208
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3n3
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C10
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C3
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2000u
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0:906 INS1101

SPEAKER RETURN ONLY

S

6

Figure 1: the circuit diagram of the Mighty Midget

or many years I have had an audio signal tracer
(or amplifier and speaker) consisting of a good old
LM 386 audio amplifier IC and a single transistor
pre amp. The LM 386. although a great little amp
not requiring many external components, has one
irawback: its output is limited to half a watt or so. This
limitation is not a problem when using it to trace signals in
radios, tape recorders and. dare I say it, record players where
the level of signal is fairly constant: but with equipment such as
synthesisers and guitar effects units a much greater dynamic
ange is produced, so in order to reproduce loud and quiet
sounds without distortion a more powerful amplifier is needed.
A Marshall 4x12 200 watt with KT88s all aglow is idea/, but for
bench use something a little smaller and a lot cheaper is

F

NnIf

FUNCTION

POWER AMP INPUT
2
3

12 VOLTS OUT

4

5

OV
OV

6

OV

7

PRE -AMP INPUT
PRE -AMP INPUT RETURN

8
9

10

II
12
13
14
15
16

PRE -AMP OUTPUT

.18V OUT OR IN
METER ArE OUT
METER -VE OUT
12 VOLTS AC IN
12 VOLTS AC IN
POWER AMP OUT
POWER OV
POWER AMP OUT RETURN

FROM VOLUME CONTROL
5mA MAX
TO VOLUME CONTROL
VOLUME 01.1

TIP CONTACT JACK SOCKET
SLEEVE CONTACT OV JACK
DC ONLY

I
I

SPEAKER (IJVE)
I

SPEAKER (RETURN)

required.

Figure 2: the input/output pin connections to the PCB. I - see
transformer options

Enter the Mighty Midget. The output is capable of some six
watts and, although not suitable for stage work, its output is
really surprising. Remember, human heanng is not linear, but
more logrithmic, so to double the effective volume the power
must be increased ten -fold. This is a mafor problem for groups
and discos wanting more and more volume, but it is an
advantage coming down the scale, where only a few watts can
sound very loud, as my neighbours will testify; combined with a

good low impedance speaker or speakers, this will more than
do the tnCk.
The output stage of the Mighty Midget is a TDA 2003, not
to be confused with the more popular TDA 2030 hi-fi amp. The
2003 is about the same size as a TO 220 transistor but has
five legs: these are not on 0.1 -in spacing, so to aid layout the
legs are rearranged and spread out a little so as to conform
with it. The metal tab or heatsink is at pin 3 potential, or OV in
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FRONT PANEL (FROM REAR p

REM PANEL

1E- FOAM SHEET

METAL CONTPOt PANEL

SHAKEPROOF WASHERS

2

NI SPEAKERS

SPENCER CLOTH

NOTE: TM METAL CONTROL PANEL. HEATSCNK
AND TRANSFORMER SHOULD ALL BE EARTHED
ROOM FOR 1. BATTEN ALL WAY ROUND
IT SPEAKERS SHOWN

NOT TO SCALE

2

Figure 3a and b: a suggested front panel and rear panel layout

our case. A large heatsink is required to bolt to it. which in this
instance is a 85mm long piece of aluminium angle 25mm x
25mm by 3mm thick: this in turn is used to mount the Mighty
Midget in the box. The heatsink should be earthed on the bolt
holding the TDA 2003 to it. Only one earth connection is made
to the OV in order to prevent earth leaps (that loud humming

Although only 12 volts AC is used in the power supply. after full
wave rectification and good smoothing (the reservoir
capacitors) the resulting DC vottage is close to the peak, hence
17 volts,

The output capacitor used for the TDA 2003 is 2200uF. This
is to give a good low frequency response, as the is rolls off at
about 40Hz: to avoid more attenuation at low frequencies a
large capacitor is required.
The pre amp is a typical two transistor directly coupled
amplifier. Transistors were chosen over an lc because they are
far more tolerant of accidental overload. C3 and C4 have been
added to reduce the noise generated in the pre amp. This high
end toss is not a problem as the TDA 2003 has a roll off at
about 15kHz: after all this is a piece of test equipment not a hifi system.
It required a passive tone control can be fitted between the
output of the pre amp and the volume control ( figure ?). As
this is a passive tone control, that is, it does not amplify the
bass or treble, only reduces the level of the unwanted
frequencies. there will be an overall loss. The preamp has a
gain of around 30 and the power amp around 100, so the total
gain is around 30 x 100 (or 3000) which means for a frill output
of about 15 volts peak to peak an input of around 5mV peak to
peak is required. If more gain is required. R2 can be reduced
down to 1k or so. but increasing the gain also increases the
background noise as well as hum pick up.
A basic audio meter has been included in the Mighty
Midget. As can be seen, this is a passive monitor with no
active elements. It will indicate anything coming out of the
amp, even high frequencies above the normal heanng range.
Audio amplifiers under development often oscillate at
frequencies above the audio range. This can cause damage to

noise)

NiCad batteries
Th

n of the TDA 2003 has been set at around 100 by the
ratic ,)( R9 and R10. This is is a handy little device originally
designed for car radios. etc.. where it can develop around four
watts into 4 ohm speakers without the need for bridging or the
use of output transformers.
The only drawback is that the lc is a little inefficient and not
suitable for dry battery operation: large capacity nicads can be
used, connected into pin 9 via a forward -biased IN 5401 to
give the Midget a battery option for field use. Ten to sixteen 1.2
volt batteries will be required, or alternatively a 12 volt alarm
battery would do.
On anything over a few watts consumption an external non regulated supply is not recommended as the voltage fluctuates
depending upon the current being drawn. External regulated
supplies are OK, but can get hot in operation. which is never
ideal and needs extra ventilation. The advantage of external
regulated supplies is that they plug directly into the wall socket,
eliminating the nsk of any problems associated with exposed
mains. However. I chose a built-in (internal) mains supply as
the best option, but anyone not familiar with working with
mains should seek help from someone qualified. This internal
supply is not regulated. but the use of 4,400uF of reservoir
capacitor keeps the supply voltage close to 17 volts or so.
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0

NOTE 1A FUSE IN THE MAINS PLUG
USE A TWO POLE MAINS SWITCH
FOR TRANSFORMER
IF IN ANY DOUBT ABOUT MAINS
ASK FOR HELP
0

SOME TRANSFORMERS
ARE 0 - 6. 0 - 6. THESE
REOUIRE A LINK.

120

240V AC
0

12

120

TOTAL ACROSS OUTPUT I2V

240V AC

120

0

TRANSFORMER 20VA MIN (MAPLIN WB25C)

Normal 12V or AC
winding

3

TO USE 12 - 0 - 12V TRANSFORMERS
D5 AND D6 MUST BE REMOVED

120

Do not build the box for the project until the speaker or
speaker -combination has been selected, as this will dictate the
SIIP of the hox

TRANSFORMER 20VA MIN (MAPLIN YS51F)

Construction of the box

the amplifier. or to the loudspeaker. and if it does neither of
these things it can cause distortion the source of which is nu
easy to determine. The audio meter included in the Midget is
capable of registenng frequencies much higher than audio so
that it can give you evidence of high frequency oscillation if it is
occurring. This is invaluable for fault finding.

..Ispeaker cabinet from an
,s to use
ousolete stereo system, as this wiii nave the speaker already
mounted, but if it is an 8 -ohm speaker the power will be
reduced dramatically; a 4 -ohm speaker is good, and two 4 ohms are even better. The back panel can then be removed
and a metal panel mounted in its place which can hold the
input jack socket, volume control, meter and mains switch.
The PCB and transformer can also be mounted onto the
back panel as well, care being taken that the transformer is
.

Meters and speakers
peak or VU calibration, but
indicates output although it will jig about in time to the output
signal. R8 should be selected to give full scale deflection of the
meter at the point of clipping of the amplifiers output. Its value
will depend upon the type of meter and the current required to
produce full scale in it. A cheap meter will do, as there is no
advantage in having one that is accurately calibrated when the
reading is not. Some meters require backlighting to illuminate
them; for this the 12 volt AC should be used on a 14 volt bulb.
Having a higher voltage bulb than the supply will extend its life.
Because of the limited frequency response of the 2003 it is
not worth using a large, expensive bass speaker. I would
suggest one with an 8 -in maximum diameter, and again the
use of a crossover and tweeter is of limited use due to the high
frequency roll off.
To maximise the power out, the speaker (or speakers')
impedance should be as near to 2 ohms as possible. To
achieve this. two small 4 -ohm speakers can be connected in
parallel. 4 -in or 6 -in speakers will do fine. and can normally be
obtained as car radio speakers, a lot cheaper than hi-fi

METER

FOR BEST RESULTS SOME METERS
REQUIRE BACK LIGHTING. IF SO USE
A 14V BULB BEHIND METER POWERED
FROM THE 12V AC FROM TRANSFORMER

NOTE 12 VOLT OUT FROM PCB NOT SUITABLE

speakers

INPUT
7

SIGNAL

OV

8

INPUT VIA JACK SOCKET
Figure 4a -f: input and output connections to specific components
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Resistors
All 0.25 W unless otherwise
stated
Rt
100k
R2, R5 3k9
R3
R4

R6
R7
R8
R9

R12

1R

VR1

10k log volume pot.

R13
R14

100k 0
4k7 0

IC1

TDA 200311 (horizontal

01, 02 8C109
D1.2
D3,4

IN4148

05,6

INS401 3 amp"
12V 500mW or 1 watt

ZD1

INS401 3 amp

Do not fit if 12-0-12V tra
used (see diagram)
Transformer
12V 20V A
Loudspeakers
See text. 2x6
parallel
Meter
Any cheap
audio type
Jack skt
25 standard
(see text)
Mains switch
2 -pole on/off
Ready -built speaker box, or
build one.
Size and type to suit chosen
Metalwork to suit. Jackplugs as
Heatskink
Details not
the larger the better. Use
materials to hand.

I Attenuator lead

Capacitors
cl
330n
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

3.341 poly

Semiconductors

See text 18k nom

R11

R10

220n 35V disc

C11

C12
47n 25V radial
C13
100n 25V disc
C14,15:16
2.200u 25V

100k
1M
1k2
680R

220R
2R2
39R

C10

100n 25V axial
220p disc
82p disc
10u 25V axial or radial
470n 16V radial
220u 25V radial
10u 25V axial or radial
470u 25V radial

and 10mm to 12mm thickness will
be best. To find the size the
speakers should be laid out as in
the diagram, there should be a
space between the speakers so as
to give strength to the front panel.
Also there should be enough room
all the way round to allow for the
batten which will hold the panel in
place. To add strength a 25mm x
25mm batten should be fixed to all
the inside edges and corners and
glued into position. After the round
holes for speakers have been cut
the front of the front panel should be
covered in thin foam rubber about
10mm thick and then sprayed black,
the speakers will not show through.
Speaker cloth is then used to cover
the front of the speaker panel, it
should be secured using staples
and glue. A weight should be
applied to the back of the speaker
when doing this so as to keep the
foam rubber under tension. When
the weight is removed the front of
the speaker cloth should be tight
and not subject to vibration in use.
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WHEN JACK PLU3 INSERTED IT IS
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T
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NO MA .ORAL MPUT

POND STAN DAR° .4 JACK
ROOST NIAPUN NFOOr

',MOON Wick.

ALL COMPONE NETS ARE MOUNTED ON THE POT TERMINALS

Figure 6a and b: Low signal input and a higher signal input mod

Figure 5: an external tone and volume control circuit

The speakers are held in position with
countersunk
bolts through from the front.
llA10
WO
ATIVAJATOA LIAO 30
11401K, Oat PDX ,e Ncilowom CAME
TNAJATCAI 0131131T01 MIR A.CA AlI10
these
go
through
the speaker fixing holes
3
SCAM TO WSW -TOTS
OTIALP IN D roc C.001041./ CLPi
and
shakeproof
washers
prevent the nuts
WEIN,
from
coming
loose
through
vibration.
5E1,4
K13
Great care should be taken when testing
WO/
Mut VIA LIAD
the Midget because until the box is finally
STAMAND Ot RUG AMOKOACAIII CAW
CIM131 YW lindIAI
.LAIN TO SEEM mew To op
0113000M MPS
OREM PO NAM TO Car:ccau Gl
dosed there will be live mains exposed on
Ctor
FL
p
MPS* TO MON
1011113111111 LIAO 140:01[
Mom
the switch and transformer, although not on
oFT10113 1M 1130
the PCB or speakers. Close the case cr
Figure 7: input leads and connecting the jack plugs
cover the opening whenever possible.
A jack plug with a co -ax lead is required.
well mounted and there is no risk of the mains wiring touching
A couple of crocodile clips on the other end allow contact to be
anything, things can get a little tight. The transformer should be
made to the points being monitored. Always check that the OV
mounted as near to the bottom of the box as possible so as
return lead to the Midget is making contact before the signal
not to be top heavy. A small hole can be drilled for the mains
lead, this limits the hum pick up. A couple of leads can be
cable and a knot tied inside the cabinet to stop the cable being
made, one as stated above. the other having a crocodile dip for
pulled back out.
the earth and a probe like a meter lead for the signal: this then
If a ready made box is not available one can be made out of
can be used to make contact on a PCB more accurately than a
MDF (medium density fibreboard). This material come in sheets
crocodile dip.
111.11-V3
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A Jack mod
A modification made since
the onginal construction
consists of mounting
another jack socket, such
that with no jack plug in it
the output of the pre amp
goes to the volume cor!r.but when a jack plug is
inserted the connection is
broken. Now the volume
control is connected to the
jack plug and lead enabling
a higher level signal to be
applied without the volume
control being right on
minimum. When the jack
plug and lead are
withdrawn from this socket
the circuit is remade via the
switched tip contact in the
jack socket and the Pre
amp circuit is connected
back to the volume control.
Another way round this
is to make an attenuated
lead with a 100k resistor in
series and a 4k7a resistor
across the input of the pre
amp, this then reduces the
input by roughly 20 to 1.

TOTAL AREA OF
HEATSINK MUST
BE GREATER
THAN 10 as in

LEGS HAVE TO BE SPREAD TO CONFORM TO 0 I" SPACES
HEATSINK 1' RIGHT ANGLE

*Put OUT PI r Pr)WEH CONVECTIONS ON 0 2 -SPACING

ALUMINIUM re LONG

PCB ',CHF K T F PkliNAL BLOCKS 2 1( 8 WAY OR 4 e a WAY
CAN BE l,SFD ';-; KEEP COST DOWN SOLDER PINS CAN
BE USED INSTEAD

(NOT CRITICAL)

HOLES THROUGH PCB

Figure 8: the component layout for the Mighty Midget
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A High Performance
Medium Wave Receiver
In Part 2 of this selective design for Medium Wave, Raymond Haigh describes the
construction, setting up and operation of his radio.

Part 2
In the last issi IP of ETI, we described the High
Performance Medium Wave Radio and printed the

chart diagrams and the component layouts for the
three main PCBs, as well as a constructional diagarn
for the special four -gang tiring capacitor (which is
described n more detail in this pat). The Parts List also appeared
in the first pat. This rnonth, we round up with information about
the specialised components, constructional descriptions of the
boards and other hardware. and the testrig. dfiyir nerd aid
operation of the radio.
To recap on last month, the High Performance receiver here has
been specialty designed for merfiurn wave. with alterable
selectivityto to suit different reception conditions, aid signal
frequency amplification that can be set manuaty to achieve the
best signal-to-noise ratio. The AGC system acts ahead of the mixer
to help to avoid receiver overload. Output is reasonably steady over
wide variations in signal input, and I have been very pleased with
the audio quality I employed a modular construction so that
constructors could use other audio amplifiers or power supplies if
they wish. Suggestions are made ifor simplifyng the crcuit fa
those initio would prefer to start with a less complicated receiver.

function with supply voltages as low as 6V. but the signal st'
meter zero adjustment drifts when the voltage falls significantly.

.

Components
the foko sari dielectric variable capacitors and plastic spirxie

Simplifying the receiver

extenders are available from Cirkit lOrkst Distribution Ltd., Park

Some of you may not want air the features shown in the circuit
diagrams, or you may wish to build a base radio and add to it
Later. Constructed as described, this is a very pleasant and
effective receiver, but it MI continue to perform well rf some
reductions are mark= to the specification. The following
possibhities are suggested:

Lane, Broxboume. Harts EN10 7N0. Tel. 01992 448899) who also
supply the tiring oat. IFTs and filters. The signal switchirxj relay is
listed in the Mapari catalogue, and the remainng components are
available from marry sources.
An inexpensive speaker is to be preferred, and rt should be as
Large as your cabinet space permits (a 2(X) x 130mm unit is fitted .
my prototype). Please note that hi-fi speakers can be insensitive,
aid should be avoided.
A signal strength meter of reasonable size wi be helpful, when
setting a loop aena, to check the tearing of a transmitter. An 120 x

(1) Delete the front-end bandpass tuning unit aid AGC circuitry,
and connect the rout attenuator and aerial switching to L3. More
care will have to be taken with the attenuator setting when long
aerials are used. and the receiver will be more prone to spunous
responses.

90mm mt s nstaled n my prototype.
Brass strip for the tuning capacitor linkage is sold in most rrTxftM
shops aid is also listed in the Maplin catalogue. Steel shaft needed
to ensue the perfect Juno:Nit of the capacitor coriPIngs is sold

(2) Delete the 2.6 kHz ceramic filter, the relay and its activating
switch, and wire the 4kHz mechanical fitter permanently into

by most Large DIY outlets.

Thu. ,in

arcurt

The tuning capacitor assembly

(3) Delete the tone control circuitry and the pre -amplifier stage

two x polythene
dielectric variables. These rigs have a very ow minimum
capacitance aid this makes rt easy to extend the coverage of the

08. and connect C29 to the 'top' of the AF gar control.
(4) Delete the mains power supply and use a pack of eight 'D'
cells to power the receiver. R56 will need reducing to 3k9 ohms
and R57 should be reduced to 270 ohms. The receiver will

receiver to above 17001d-tz.
Figure 2 and the photographs give a view of the ararytrrI exit.
The tuning capacitors are mounted on small PCBs which are fixed
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Fil

- R9, al of the parts are assembled on a ported cyan board.

The layout of the components is given n figure 3. Vero pins.
inserted from the component side of the board, soldered to the
d

g

b

s

2143919

TAB CONNECTED
TO GROUND

copper side and then cropped. can be used to form connection
points for the dual gate mosfets. 02. 4, and 5. ft is a good idea to
re to the heads of the pins. and to grip the leads of the devices
with metal tweezers during the soldering process.
Mounting these transistors n this way, rather than by soldering
them to the copper tracks, permits removal without the need for
access to the underside of the board.
Note that 02 is located with its type number towards the PCB.
04 and 5 have their type nunbers uppermost. The 2.6kHz filter Is
orientated by means of the soldering tag on its can. The 4kHz filter
has an indentation in its plastic ram.
With this and the other Peas, Vero pins inserted at the lead -out

71112

points nrvi simplify the task of off -board wririg. and the use of IC

OUTPUT

sockets for the relay aid IC1 WI make it easy to check these
uirnonnents by substitution and avoid any resoldeiino

c

11C2S7
BC2311C

THE ABOVE DEVICES ARE VIEWED FROM THE UNDERSIDE

1144144

0A91
1 N4002

0
Type No.
INPUT

. 7812

Ulf

The aerial switching and attenuator circuit

GROUND
INDEX

The attenuator resistors are mounted directly onto the tags of Si.
Figure 4 fives details of the arrangement. and also the wing
between the aerial selector switch and the receiver. The tag
dentrfication numbers and letters n this figure correspond with
those on the specified Lorin switches Try aid keep the wring to
the short aerial socket as distant as possible from earthed
components. to wad placing too much stray capacitance across

MECHANICAL
IF FILTER
CFM24S5A
INPUT

OUTPUT
U

GROUND

L1.

Figure 7: semiconductor and IF filter lead connection details

A DIN plug and socket are suitable for the loop aerial

correction.

at right angles to the man recover PCB by akiminiurn brackets.
The plastic spindle extenders are comected by brass spindle
couplers. Experienced users can use a gas stove or plumber's
blowtorch to heat the items if a heavy duty soldering iron is rot

The audio amplifier
Agars, most of the parts are mounted on a PCB. and the
component side is illustrated ki figure 5. Bass treble and AF gar
controls are. of course. located on the front panel of the receiver.
Use screened leads between the Was and the "hot" ends of
these controls and the PCB, and correct the metal cases of the
potentiometers to the OV rail via the saeering brad.
The loudspeaker is connected to +12V as this results in some
economy n components. With this arrangement. it is wise to
isolate the speaker chassis from the OV

available.

Side the couplers and the cranked brass strip onto a length of
6.3mm diameter steel shafting. then re -heat the items to sweat
them together. The steel shaft ensures the perfect alignment of the
coupling system.
Mount the capacitors onto the small PCBs with their three -tag side towards the bottom, and fit Vero pins at the lead -cut pants.
Fix the capacitor PCBs to the brackets with 88A ruts and bolts.
Loosely bolt the brackets to the main PCB. Side the coining
system onto the plastic spindle extenders, check the entre

The power supply

assembly for perfect dig inert and then tighten the tangs to the
man PCB.
Set both capacitors at minimum. position the cranked am, then
tighten the grub screws in the spindle couplers. The cisiaritity is
now complete.
Tnrnmer capacitors are included in the tuning capacitor casngs.
but they are difficult to access with this arangernert and separate
truTirlers are mounted on the PCB.
The solid dielectric capacitors are inexpereNe. closely matched.
and function wel In the application. Some constructers may.
however, wish to use ar-spaced variables, and there is ust
sufficient space on the PCB for two Jackson Type 0 twin -gang
capacitors. This alternative was not tried cuing the development of
the receiver, but it should work wel and It should still be possible to
extend the coverage to 1700Idtz, despite the increased minimum
capacitance (10 nstead of 5pF). The cimensions of the crarked
brass strip may need changing sightly. Jackson capacitors are

Readers wno nave no expenence of tuldng or canrnissionng
mans -powered equipment (as per OUT publisher's normal warning!)
should note that the voltages involved are lethal. Extreme care
must be taken when building and testng this pal of the circuit, and
if the constructor has any doubts about his ability he should itse
batteries to power the receiver.
The component side of the power supply board is shown n figure
6. Provision is made for both axial and radial lead versions of the
hide reservoir capacitor C47. If the board must have the lowest
nricAiriln profie to suit your particular cabinet layout. choose an
axial lead component.
A heat sirk must be fitted to the regulator IC - any one designed
for a TO220 package vol be suitable.
The use of a Euro style net plug and line socket to connect the
Intl t^ the
is a wise safety feature.

Initial testing.
...tired up on the bench for initial testing and

retailed by C,irkit and Marin.

augment before oeng mounted n a cabinet. Fist of al. check the
boards for poor soiciaed founts or bridged copper tracks. check the
orientation of all semiconductors. polarised capacitors (electrolytic

Constructing the RF, IF and detector circuits
v.
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(1) Switch in the manual F gain contra and set It to hal travel. Set
the AF gan control to hall travel also. Appty a 455kHz signal to the
drain of the mixer 02, aid ac lust the cues of the FTs for
maximum response n the loudspeaker. The IF s determined by the
filters and not the signal generator, so rock the generator output
gently around 455kHz to ensure that it is set to the reared
frearency. If the transformer cores are so out of position that
aigrrnent troves elusne, apply the signal to the drain of 05, ackst
the core of IFT4 lost, and then work back This was not found to
be necessary with either of the two prototype !wavers.
(2) Correct a multi meter reading 0 - trnA to the signal situ igth
meter output, set the slider of R32 to the meter end of the
potentiometer, and set R31 to minimum resistance. Adjust R36 to
zero the meter pointer. Connect up the signal strength meter, or
switch the multtneter to a range in the 50 - 100uA region, and
refne the zero adjustment.
(3) Inject a 455kHz signal at the drain of 02. The meter should
swing over. Increase the value of R31 to reduce the reacing and
reduce the setting of the F gain control, as necessary Switch i
2.6 kHz filter and use the visual ricication of
the adjustment d the FT cares. F-nai
response will be crate areal.

and tantalum), and alters. Set al potendansiers to mid travel. Do
not anneal the signal strength meter at the stage.
With the power supply output cisconnected from the
equipment, switch on the mans supply. The voltage across
reservoir capacitor C47 should be approximately 23V The voltage
at the regulator output stolid be pease* 12V. Connect the 12V
output to the RF. IF aid detector board. Current coneunplion
should be of the order of 10mA. Actuating the Mer relay should
make Current consuiption rise to around 40mA. Sales resistor
R57 knits the voltage across the specified relay col to about 8V.

Cornet the ado ampifier Under no -signal carbons, anent

(4) Switch IF gan control to automatic, connect the testrneter
across the IF AGC ire. and adjust R38 to give a reading, under
signal conditions, of 4V. (If a meter of only moderate
used. set the relating to. say. 3.5V to allow kr the
The precise setting is not excessrvery critical. Inject a
at the ctan of 02. The AGC voltage should drop Airust to
the signals sufficient/0,i sties y.

(5) Connect the testmeter to the cider of R12. and set the
potentiometer to give a rearing of 1V (a ittle less if a low
ratnrnent is used). Set R13 for rnaarnum input to the gate
(6) Set al trimmer capacitors to hat -mesh. set the tuning
capacitors to the fully open (clockwise) Posibcn COMBO the Sigel

consuned by this part of the circuit s approx. 12m A. Wen music
s reproduced at good volune, current rises to around 100mA.

generator to the low-mpedare primary on Ll, end sweep it
around 1700kHz ant a note is heard in the speaker aid the signal
strength meter Woks. Adjust the tthrner capacitors (but not C17)

Setting up and alignment

to peak the output. gradually opening out oscilator-stage WITMEir
C15 if necessary. to bring the peak above 1700kHz.

Whie it should be possible, with care aid patience, to bring the
receiver into a reasonable state of aignment without a signal
generator, it will not be possble to optimise As perfamanaa
Guidance on *invent will, therefore, assume access to a simple
signal generator. A multimeter, preterably a high -impedance dgta
or electronic model, will also be required. Sane advice on aigning
the receiver wrthout a signal generator s given later for constructors
who wish to try.
Before attempting the settng-up and alignment process, it is as
wet to remember that the HF tuning irrit is mainly determined by
the setting of oscillator trimmer C15, and that LF coverage
controled largely by the setting of the oscillator col tae (L4). The
osiciator must run at 455ketz above the signal frequency tuned
circuits over the antis tunng range. this is achieved by using an
ablator oat of lower inductance than the signal frequency ocies.
and by placing a padder capacitor C16 n series with the oealsda
tiring capacitor C18 to reduce its swing. The optinxrn value of the
peckler s related to the inductance of the radiator can, aid C17
incbded so that the paddy can be adjusted sightly.
With modulation switched on and the signal generator output
kept as low as possible al tines. proceed as knows:

(7) Fully close the ganged luring capacitors, eject a 480kHz signal,
and adjust the core of L4 until the meter pointer rises. Adjust the
cores of Ll . L2 and L3 to peak the output. The receiver s now in
state of approximate alignment aid, if an aerials oomected,
soma should be head as it is tuned across the band.

(8) Check that the taring range sit extends to 1700kHz or
opening out C15 a We more, if necessary. to restore coverage,
aid adlusting the trimming capacitors to peek alignment.
(9) The trackng of the oscillator and signal frequency circuits must
now be optimised. Set the signal generator to 90CkFtz and tune
the receiver to this frequency (the ganged tuning capacitors
be at about hall -mesh). Aciust the cores of L1, L2 and L3 to pack
output. Set the generator to 6001kHz, and tune in the signal. Gently
rock trimmer C10 to establish the state of the tracking. If reducirg
the value of this trimmer increases output. the padder
is too low aid C17 must be inaeased in value. If increasing the
value of C10 ncreasas output, the padder capacitance is too
aid the vanes of trimmer, C17. must be opened sightly. Make
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Housing the receiver

necessary adjustments to the cores of Li, L2 and L3 to peek
at the 6001rt-tz tuning setting.

Unscreened, the receiver is sufficiently sensitive to pick up a number
of stations without an aerial connection, aid some form of meta
enclosure is desirable, at least for the RE IF and detector board. or
signal rxirg with a loop aerial wl be impaled. The input attenuate(
aid aerial selector switches should be mounted as dose as
possible to the input pont on the PCB to avoid ("vented signal
pick-up.

(10) Set the generator to 1500kHz and make any necessary
adjustments (they struld only need to be sight) to ci C5 and
C10 to peak output. Do not make any father adjustments to
osoiator trimmer. C15. unless HF coverage has falen below the
1700kHz brit (meet unikely).
,

(1 1) Repeat the check on trackng described In (9). above, refining
the adjustments until no further improvement can be obtained and
alignment is dose to perfect at 600.900. and 1500kFtz. A check at
other polls around the dial should reveal that changing the setting

of the cores and trimmers does not produce any sigriflrit
improvement in response.
(12) If it proves difficult to
unikely), reset
the oscillator cod core and try again (coverage need not go below

510kHz or so). Note that instabilty vvi probably be encountered if
the cons is driven too far down as this vii perrnit the receiver to be
tuned to its IF

Alignment without a signal generator
(13) Turn the IF aid AF gain contras up to maximum, apmec-t an
aerial to the 'hot' end of L3, aid adjust the IFTs for maximum noise
in the speaker. It should now be possible to tune n a strong signal.
If not, adjust the core of L4 anti a station can be head at some
setting of the tuning capacitors.
(14) Make the signal stye ;r.F motet oo.,rational. ail as described r
(2), above, and use it
adjustment of the FT cores.

The arra gest Pm it adopted for my prototype 6 incicated in the
various photographs. The FF and F PCB is enclosed n a die cast
box and the entire receiver is assembled behind a plywood front
panel. The luring del is wrapped around an 170mm diameter chin
butt up from fibreboard disks, to which is secured a hardboard
puley for the cord drive. Whatever dal and dive system is adopted,
take care not to impose excessive loading on the bearings of the
tiring capacitas, and fit end stops to prevent any stressirg of the
rrovng parts. The loudspeaker faces rearwards, aid loge vents.
formed in the sides of the satinet ensure a clear pleasant tone.
which is free from 'boxiness'.
This drdryetrrert enables an easy read dal. a large signet
sbength meter, aid a speaker of decent size, to be accommodated
in a cabinet meesuing 250 x 220 x 190rrim. The front panel is
trashed with car spray pent and annotated with rut -down lettering.
The plywood cases stoned and French polished. The bezel which
inks the dial aperture and the signal strength meter is cut from
handbeed and sprayed mat black.
Not al constructors WI have the time, ncination or resources to
house the receiver in this traditional way. and one of the styish metal
enclosures retailed by component suppliers would do just as wet. It
would also be cheaper if the constructicn and &Idling rnIenals are

.

(15) Tune in a station as

Final adjusbnerrts
closed in a cabinet. carry out a Last
check on the aiyr n wit and make any trial adjustmentsAdjust R31
to fix the sensitivity of the signal strength meto and set R32 to
prevent the strongest signals drivng the porter aganst the aid
stop. Carry out any fast adustrrents to the AGC system presets,
aid the pre-sets which cortrol AF gain (R33 and R54). n order to

pry-sib/a to the HF end or the

band, aid adjust C1, C5 aid C10 to peek output. Tine in a station
at the LF end of the brand and adjust the coasts of L1 L2 and L3 to
peek output. The receiver should now be quite responsive.
(16) Use a known bensmissIcn to set the osaletor col trimmer
C15, so that the HF tiring limits are around 17COrtiz. (ln the UK
the handsets of oarless 'phones operate on charnels between
1600 aid 18001rtiz). Use a known transmission at the LF end of
the bend to set the core of the cealator cci. (try Spectitrn
International from Crystal Palace, London, on 5581d-lz,
RTE from

make the 'feel' of the receiver suit the opera

Calibration
On melt" waves its not too difficult to caibiate a receiver dal by
tiring n traiser.a6or is of known frequency. However, a quicker aid
less teicus matriod is to use a crystal caltrator. The del of the
prototype receiver was marked out with aunt of this lard which has
outputs at 1 lvtiz aid 100. 50, 25 and %Wiz. A Opal generator

Tulamore, Ireland, on 5674-1z).

(17) When the coverage has been set, use steady transmissions to
carry out the procedure described in (9), (10) aid (11). above. Care
and patience vii be required but with the aid of the Signal
meter, It should be pceabla to bring the meeker to an accept.,:

can, of course, be used, but the accuracy of calibration will be
limited to that of the generator.

Operating the receiver

stated *mord.

1 (up to. say, 3 metres); long (10
metres
ano cop canals; It 6 a good idea to try al three ad
using S2 to select the one that performs best. Listeners with back
yads several hundred metres long cold try a Beverage aerial:
details of these are given n relevant textbooks. Earthing the receiver
via a 1 metre length of copper pipe driven into damp ground usual+,

Tuning drive
Enhanced selectivity makes the adjustment of the tuning control
more critical than usual especialy when the narrow filter is
switched in and one or other of the sidebands is berg selected.
Some form of reduction drive is, therefore. essential. A bring knob
of decent size and a slow-motion drive with a reduction of at least
6:1 should be considered mirimurn requirements. Connecting two
epicycle drives in tandem to give a 36:1 recictiai, or using a cord
drive and deign savaged from an old recover, EV8 better

improves recepeuri. The mans eath can be used. but may
introduce electrical interference. Test for th6 by switchrg it n ad
out with S5.
Under normal conditions, the selectivity provided by the 4kl-tz
filter is perfectty adequate. Reducirg bandwidth by switching in the
2.6kHz titer wit, however. greatly "prove reception when electrical
noise 6 severe. This narrower filter vii also eimnate co -channel

alternatives.
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nterfererce (splatter), and end.* the receiver to be tuned to either
the upper a borer sdeband when attempting to resolve 'difficult'
si ets. ft is, of course. particular's/ useful when picking out
transmissions that are dose to the nose Soot. a weak sigrkls tightly
sarxiwnched between strong ones. Turning down the bass and
treble controls can also rnprove the clarity of signers that are

to automatic and the input attenuate switched out. (Most srnPle
receivers are badly overloaded by the local transmitter when a 30
metre long aerial is used.)
The merlin wave radio did rot have any discernible image
responses. Only one heterodyne was evident, located close to twice
the IF. that is. 910kliz. II could be tuned to zero beat with the
rwtr.ty signal and cid riot spoil reception. There were nether
magus nor heterodynes with the comrnuncations receiver.
The above results world seem to confirm the view that, at
medium frequencies. a single conversion superhet with good frontend setectroty
itperfarn more compiex communications

overlaid by noise.

The receiver is reasonably inmune to overload, but if a very long
aerial is connected and the problem is encountered on strong

signIs, use the atteruator to reduce nput Switdwig n the manual
IF gain control makes rt rirsible to optimise the receiver nose
factor. and nter-station nose when turing a=ss the band can be

PECEN&S.

largely eliminated when maiamvn sensitmty is not needed.

A future aerial
Performance
it.

a future Ls.slie we vAll be descnbng a Meckum Wave loop aerial.
designed with Medum VVave radio very much in mild.
11

,t measuring the sensitivity. selectivity. dynamic

-

range and other parameters of the mm wave radio were not
avaktie. it was. however. prisihip to directty compare rt with a
high-performance, multiple -conversion corm unitions receiver.
The test was carried out n a town -centre location. rot much
more than 1 km away from the 70rn mast of a commercial radio
station operating at 250W, and where man-made electrical
nterterence is often severe. A long (30m) aerial was switched
between the two sets during the companson test. which evolved
the receivers berg card* tuned. n step. across the band. over
the period of a summer afternoon and evenng.
AI of the stations picked -up by the 00££IMIlliCations receiver
cad be resolved by the dedcated medium wave radio described
here. Indeed. several signals that were lost n noise with the
communications receiver could be heard dearly on the ini-drn

MODMODMODMODMODMOD
There are two small errors n the drawngs n Patti: n figure 1a.
page 34. the Aerial Selector. the left hand connection from S2A to
the Loop Aerial is shown wired to terminal 1 of S2A: rt should be
wired to terminal 3 of S2A. That fine is shown correctty crossing the
Ground Ire. The middle connection from the Loop Aerial to termnal
1 of S2B is connected correctly at each end. but should also be
shown connected to the Ground Ine (the crossing point should be
marked with a dot). unike the other two Ines from the Loop Aerial.
h figure lb. page 35. on the far right, the line from D4/C2
shown crossng the line between R26/R27: it should be corrected
to it. (That is. the crossing point should be marked with a dot. The
PCB fals are correct.

wave set.
-Pere were no overloading problems. even with IF gain switched

\
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Adaptable, affordable - handy circuits for around £5. By Owen Bishop
7. Animated light starburst
is a 'animated' light display. Hang it on
the wall, fix it to the front door, or suspend it
from a Christmas tree. It features an array of
25 LEDs. arranged in three concentric
circles. with a jumbo -sized LED in the
centre. The display runs through its sequence about
once a second. First the central LED comes on - the
star. Then it 'bursts' - the star goes out and the
concentric circles light up one at a time, starting with
the inner one, then the middle one and finally the outer
one. After a short period of darkness the sequence
begins again. The effect is as if the star bursts and an
explosive wave of light spreads outward from it.
Although this is described as a fast Fiver, it is fast
only in the sense that the display runs rapidly. There is
rather more wiring in this one than has been usual in
this series (figure 1). This project will give you 2 or 3
hours of fun in assembling it, yet costs less than £5 (if
you shop around). It also offers you scope for your own
ingenuity in modifying the design. And, not least, it is a
decorative object to be brought out every festival for
Several years ahead.

How It works

clock runs at about 10Hz. The output from the clock goes

The circuit is driven by a clock built from two 3 -input NOR
gates. We employ these gates instead of the usual simple
inverters because we need a single 3 -input gate for the
orogrammiog logic With the values given in figure 1 the

to IC2 which is a divide -by -eight counter with 1 -of -8
outputs. It has 8 outputs (numbered from 0 to 7) which are
normally low (0V). As the counter is clocked, the outputs
go high (6V) one at a time. in numerical order. The result of
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ETI PCB Service

ELECTRONICS
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ETI can supply printed circuit boards for most of our current
projects - see the list below for boards available. For recent
boards not listed, check the constructional article for an
alternative supplier.
Please use this order form or a copy of it. Check that all
relevant information is filled in, including the Unit Order Code.
and that you have signed the form if sending a credit card
number. Overseas customers please add postage appropriate
to the number of units you are ordering. Make
cheques/POs/money orders, in £ sterling only,
to Nexus
Special Interest Limited. Please allow 28 days
Access/Visa orders may be made on 01442 68
Readers Services).
Only boards listed here

For pest Naha of
see the admin ptt
§a 74) pr
below) for information.
Name and

t

Unit code

J

DC Motors: The first Control Unit
DC Motors: The 4046 Circuit
DC Motors: The Crystal Drive Circuit
Al three DC Motors boards

E/897/3
E/897/4
E/897/5
E/89713/4/5

£5.09
£5.09
£5.09
£11.50

Eli Issue 7 1997
Eprommer: main board (double sided)
Eprommer. PSU board
Eprommer persenalay m

£797/1
E797/2

£5.64

(double side*

E797/3

£13.32

Any ONE module board
two rnockies

£5.09
£7.90
£11.85

My three 'nodules
My four modules
My five modules

£15.80
£19.75
123.70
are ky 2716. 2732, 2764

Epom modules

27c12 One order

epees *nether a

ET/ Issue 13

4 -Go Rocket Launchir - main board
4.610 Rocket Launcher - relay board
Mighty Midget
Auto Cupboard Light

E, 1397/1

E/1397/2
E/1397/3
E/1397/4

£5.64
£6.22

Age Your Lights On?

Algifiek

£9.54
£5.64

£5.09

E/797/4
E/797/5

Meter

£5.09

rib order We ca -rot sucolr ova ortins lx11

a

0

re:masted Picitirme cedars we not be poceseed trrtl .

as meniectuect torn to toes Inel appear n tie En
%see check ter our loisseatitalde b the

ETI Issue 12 1997

PC Phonecard Reader: ITT Cannon only
Minute Minder
Medium Wave Receiver - RF board
Medium Wave Receiver - Tuning board
Medium Wave Receiver - Audio board
Medium Wave Receiver - PSU board
All four MWR boards (this month only)

£/116713
EJ1297/4
E/1297/5

£6.22
£13.98
£11.76
£5.09
£5.09

E/1297/4{

£6.77

E11297/1
E11297/2

use beim ordervg as sse arrof ahoy =Med
been mociliscl Or 10104PEO. BOWS we on), aided

beak alts. Pees and stock mef be Aged

shined. moss one Oak
hiseats ad tier repesentelkes dirt not

Powwow eving outdor h corns:len
other goods
Shen io supply

E/1297/8/4/5/6 £25.00

ETI Issue 10 7997
The 10 Tester
Fake Flasher

DC Motors (Part 2)
Valve Tester - Main Beard
Valve Tester - Socket Nosed
Valve Tester - Heater Regulator
All three Valve Tester boards
c..tioomvortwklAmmisysmxiirsiscoomor.

The 10 Tester (previously E/897/20

E/1114/1
E/1199/2

E/1197/9
E/1197/4
E/1197/5

Quantity Project Unit Order Code Price Total price

£13.43
£5.09
£8.99

£622
£13.98

Pnces are inclusive of post and packing in the UK. Overseas Post and
Packing (if applicable): Add £1 per unit
E11097/1

£5.64

E/1097/2
£/1097/3

£5

E11097/4

£21.22
£5.09
£5.09
£30.30

E/1097/5
E/1097/6
E/1097/4/5/6

Name

£8.

Address

tiro norm.)

E/1097/7

£5.64

enclose payment of £
Stirling only) to:

ETI Issue 9 1997

Eprom Emulator
The Power Supply
Electronic Door Chimes
Digital Power Supply

E/997/1
E/997/2
E/997/3
E/997/4

£16.49
£5.09
£5.09
£10.11

E/997/1

£5.09

(cheque/PO/money order in £

PCB Save. REACIERS SERVICES DEPARTMENT, Nem's Special tlerests Ltd
Nests Nome. Banday Way, Hemel Hernpdeed. Harts 1-P2 7ST LIK

7'77'7700000000

ET1/ssue 8 1997

The Brake Light Tester
DC Motors (3 experimental boards)

None Speosi
Mend or

Please supply:

ED issue 11 1997

Total Harmonic Distortion Meter
Alphanumeric Morse Touchkey
Mighty Midget
PC Phonecard Reader - ITT Cannon
Minute Minder

Pages

Signature

Card expiry data:..
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this is as follows:

For the first 3 counts, output 0 goes high,
followed by output 1 and output 2. If any one of these is
high, the output of the NOR gate (1C1a) is low. At all other
times it is high. When it is low, it turns on the pnp
transistor (Q1) and current flows to D1, which is the large
LED in the centre of the display. So this LED is lit for the
first 3 counts and is dark for the remainder.
1

For the next 3 counts. outputs 3. 4 and 5 go high
in turn. These turn on transistors Q2. 03 and 04 one at a
time. Actually these are not simple transistors, even
thought they are drawn as such in figure 1, which shows
that the MPSA14 contains two npn transistors connected
2

Figure 3: the Starburst display panel with dimensions in
millimetres

R1, R2, Cl, all the wire links and the terminal pins at BI
and LI. Note that the copper strips are cut beneath the
board at C8 to F8, H8. J8, C14 to J14, C18 to K18, M12
to 012, P17. P22, S17, S22, T17, and T22. Solder blobs
are used to bridge adjacent strips, joining: E8 to F8 to G8,
B10 to C10, D10 to EIO to F10, K17 to L17, and B20 to
C20. Insert the ICs in their sockets, apply power, and use
a test meter to check that the clock is running. Also test
the outputs of IC2 and the output at pin 9 of IC1 to
confirm that output signals are as expected.
Now add the large capacitor (C2), which is provided to
smooth out spikes on the power lines produced when
large numbers of LEDs are switched on or off
simultaneously. Without this smoothing, the counter
operates erratically. Complete assembly by soldering in the

Figure 2: the Starburst stnpboard layout

as a Darlington pair . The emitter current of the first
transistor flows to the base of the second transistor. The
gain of the pair of transistors is the product of their
individual gains. This gives Darlington transistors gains of
the order of 5000 to 10000, compared with only 100 for a
typical single transistor. We have used Darlingtons here so
that the small current (0.44mA) available from the cmos
outputs of IC2 are able to switch the rather large currents
flowing through the LEDs. Allowing 20mA per LED, the
inner circle of four LEDs needs 80mA. the middle circle
(eight LEDs) needs 160mA and the outer circle (twelve
LEDs) needs 240mA.

A

A

Cl),,

CUT

2i

For the final two counts of the 8 -stage sequence, outputs
6 and 7 go high but. as there are no connections to these,
the display goes dark in preparation for the next 'burst'.

Construction
P ANEL

This circuit requires an average current of a little over
60mA and it is likely to be run for several hours at a time.
The most appropriate power supply is a 6V DC plug-in
mains adapter unit. A 300mA unregulated one would be
suitable. If you prefer batteries, the best sources are a 6V
'lantern' battery (HP992) or a battery holder with 4 size D

M

SIDE

SIDE

Rm.

'12

cells.

The strtpboard layout (figure 2) is compact so that the
board can be small and easily concealed behind the
display. For this reason, the various subcircuits are more
mixed up than usual, so take special care that the wire
links and resistors are soldered into the correct holes.
Solder in the sockets for the two ICs first, together with

cur

Cur

A

SIDE

A

RYA

Figure 4: the Starburst - a pattern for a cardboard case/panel
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transistors (01 is the pnp transistor) and the remaining
resistors and terminal pins.

*MEM

The display
This can take many forms, depending on your taste and
skills, but we describe the one we designed as a
decoration to hang on the Christmas tree. It does not ha.4,
room for a battery. We wrapped the battery up in
Christmassy paper to look like a 'present' and lodged it
firmly in the fork of one of the lower branches, with wires
running to the hanging display.
It is worth mentioning at this stage that this circuit
could be the basis of a large -size 'Piccadilly lights' display.
If you have experience of mains wiring, you can replace
the groups of LEDs with four relays rated to take mains
current. Then these relays can be used to switch banks of
mains -voltage lamps.
The LED display panel (figure 3) is the bottom of a
square shallow box made from thin card (we used red).

Later you can decorate the surface of the box with tinsel
or 'glitter' or in any other way that appeals to you. The
sides of the box are 20mm deep to allow room for the
wiring and circuit board, and there is a 10mm rim around
the top edge of each side to stiffen the sides. First mark

025

015

DI6

017

D23

019
D20

Figure 5: wiring the panel, as seen in rear wew

CATHODE WIRE

IV WIRE
P

TO CENTRE 4
OF CIRCLE

I.

ANODE WIRE

srmr
V

LEO (BELOW CAR

Figure 6: soldenng the power supply wire to the anode wires of
the LEDs
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Figure 7: the back of the stnpboard layout

out the patterri of (figure 4) on the thin card: make cuts
where indicated and score along the dashed lines. Fold up
the sides and glue the flaps marked A to adjacent sides,
to form the box. Leave the rims until later. You now have a
box 122mm square and 20mm deep. The panel needs
stiffening from behind (that is, from inside the box) so cut
out a 120mm square of thick (1.5mm - 2mm) cardboard.
You could instead use plastic -board. hardboard or
plywood. Mark this out to show where the LEDs are to go
(figure 5). The LEDs are to be in circles 16.5mm. 33mm
and 50mm radius, so draw circles that are 1.5mm larger
and smaller than this to show where to prick the holes for
the LED leads. Across these draw radii spaced 90 degrees
apart on the inner circles, 45 degrees apart on the middle
circle and 30 degrees apart on the outer circles. There are
also two holes to be marked in the centre, spaced 3mm
apart for the jumbo LED. Now coat the back of the card
evenly with glue and drop it into the box (it is a loose fit).
Let it dry under firm pressure. Use a stout pin to prick
through all the points where the circles intersect the radii
(the dots in (figure 5). If you are using hardboard or
plywood you will need a fine (0.8 or 1mm) drill for this.
Insert the 12 LEDs in the holes for the outer circle. If
you like, you can give the base of each LED a drop of glue
to fix it to the panel, but this is not essential as the wiring
helps to hold the LEDs in place when it has been
soldered. Check very carefully that the LEDs are arranged
with their anode wires through the holes in the outermost
circle. With most (though not all) makes of LED this means
that the 'flat' on the rim of each LED faces toward the
centre of the circle. Strip a 350mm length of single stranded connection wire, which is to be the +6V supply
wire. Beginning at D25, solder it to the anode (a) wires of
D25 to D14. Before soldering, cut each terminal wire of
the LED so that it protrudes about 8-10mm from the card.
Bend the end of the anode wire over the supply wire and
pinch it tightly (figure 6). This leaves a few millimetres
between the supply wire and the card so that you can grip
the anode with a heat shunt. This is a precaution against
damaging the LED while soldering. Apply a small amount
of solder to the joint, making sure it flows on to both the
anode wire and the supply wire. Repeat this procedure
with a second wire joining the cathode wires (k) of the
LEDs. You now have 12 LEDs wired in parallel.
It is worth while to check the connections as you
proceed so. when you have finished the outer circle,
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connect the supply wire to +6V.
18 -ohm resistor to the cathode
the other end of this resistor. All.
brightly. If any fail to do so. check t.
re -check that the LEDs are the right
the above operation of soldering arh;
and inner circles. Solder connections
supply wires together. as shown in figure
wire, or wire covered by plastic sheathing. Connect the
other wire ends and also the terminals of the jumbo LED
to the terminal pins on the circuit board, using light -duty

Resistors
All 0.25W. 5 percent tolerance
470k
47k

R1

R2
R3
R4
R7
R8

1.8k
10k
120R
27R

R9 - R10

18R

R6

Capacitors

multistranded wire. Note that 02. 03 and 04 are NOT in

tuF axial electrolytic
1000 uF axial electrolytic

Cl

numerical order on the board.
At th,s point the circuit is ready for its final testing...-.
the circuit board not yet placed inside the box. Just
on and watch the display burst about once a second.
fix a piece of double -sided adhesive foam (Sticky FIXEat each corner of the circuit board on the copper -strip
side. Cut a rectangle of thin card the same size as the
board and press this on to the under -surface. This
prevent short-circuits between the board and the
wiring. Fold the rim strips inward, overlap;
corners and glue them together there. Tu;
board under one rim: this is not a very secure fastenift:
but adequate for most purposes.
To complete the project you may like to add some form
of decoration. Perhaps cover part of the panel with glue
and sprinkle coloured glitter on it. Add a few strands of
tinsel and in any other way you like add sparkle to its
bursting brightness.

C2

Semiconductors
10mm LED
5mm LED (24 off)
CMOS 4025 triple 3 -input NOR
gate
CMOS 4022 divide -by -8 counter
with 1 -of -8 outputs

D1

D2 - 025
IC1

IC2

BC558 pnp transistor
MPSA14 npn Darlington
transistor (3 off)

01

02 - 04

Miscellaneous
Stripboard 52mm x 68mm (20 strips x 26 holes);
1mm terminal pins le oft 14 -pin did is socket. 16 pin de is socket materiels for making and
display box.

CONTROL & 1mm
Milford

cVC
CHELMER VALVE COMPANY
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If you need Valves/Tubes or RF
Power Transistors etc. ...then try us!

'rrnp sized crissesii,,
language
)

We have vast stocks, widespread sources
and 35 years specialist experience in meeting our
customers requirements.

I b InputrOutput lines each 20mA capability
500 Program lines
nmable thousands of times 1,0111 PC

2vDC Supply. Stamps from £25.00 ear h.
Development Kas including programming software,
,v
Stamp. Cable, Protect Board and 25. Apia.,
notes front £79.00.

MUSCLE WIRES

W'ires that contract awful. 5's. when heated
eg 2SOmok current),I 20 page Protect txtra.,
and I one metre lengths of wife E40.00

slAMP RUC
\utonornous roving insect using the BASIC Stamp
ns -Nam" Appros 300mm overall length
KITS FROM E29.00

Tuned to the needs of the Radio Amateur
Chelmer Valve Company. 130 New London Road
Chelmsford, Essex CM2 ORG England

Tel: 44-01245-355296.265865
Fax 44-01245-490064

%.

LYNX WA
5 Avis robot arm lot; appro. sae 100mm.
Control from any renal comma port or Stamp.
in( lode-, software to run from PC. KITS FROM ISSAS

for a full catalogue al doe erne Menu and enter products,
plow call or fax Maims, Instrwaints al 01977 51113445; Fax 01977 681465.
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ATMEL AVR PROGRAMMING WITH
FOREST ELECTRONICS
The ATMEL AVR microcontroller offers 32 working
registers, 512 bytes of internal static RAM. from 15 to32
10 lines and the capability for up to 64K of external
RAM. All devices are programmed using flash EEPROM.
either in circuit. or in the programmer - no expensive UV
erasable devices need be bought for development '
The AVR programmer from Forest programs all current
dual in line AVR micro -controllers in a single multi -width
ZIF socket It operates on a standard PC senal port using
Windows 3 1. 95, or NT The programmer may be
powered by battery supply, or a standard battery
eliminator It is supplied with the ATMEL Windows
assembly and simulator packages and AVR data sheets
in magnetic form.
Programmer : Kit £40.00, Pre -Built £50.00,
Add £3.00 for P&P/Handling

AVR Devices: (Please ring for prices)
AT90S1200, 1K Flash, 64 Byte EEPROM
AT90S2313 2K Flash. 128 Byte EEPROM. 128 Byte RAM
AT90S4144 4K Flash, 256 Byte EEPROM. 256 Byte RAM
AT90S8515 8K Flash. 512 Byte EEPROM, 512 Byte RAM
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Forest Electronic Developments
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DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronics
Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics
Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered to the student
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
is required
Learning is at your own pace
For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 48U

lolmhurst Avenue, Christchurch.
Dorset. B1123 5PQ.
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STEVENAGE

Professional Sub -Contract Manufacturing & Suppliers to the
Electronics Industry

SUPPLIER OF

Do you have a requirement for any of the following services

QUALITY USED
TEST INSTRUMENTS

Product Design/Consultation
Full Procurement Service
PCB Test & 'Burn in' Facilities
Enclosure Design 8 Manufacture
PCB Artwork Manufacture
Circuits Drawn Professionally
Kit Procurement & Supply
Component Sales
Refurbishment a speciality
Top Duality Work at Reasonable

PCB Assembly (Convenbonal and
Surface Mount)
Wave & Hand Soldenng
Complete Equipment
Manufacture
Device Programming from hand
disc
written shts or PC
Cable Harness Assernblynoom
Manufacture
nng
Card Cage and Module
Full Inspection

OPERATING &
SERVICE MANUALS

Phone Steve on (01438) 360406 or tax details of your requirements to us
on (01438) 352742
EOT LTD. Cromer House. Caxton way. STEVENAGE. HERTS SG1 2DF
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Cooke International

REPAIR & RECALIBRATE
OSCILLOSCOPES
ALL MAKES AND MODELS
NATIONWIDE
COLLECTION & DELIVERY
Llangollen, Clwyd, N. Wales LL20 7PB

ELECTRONIC TEST & MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS
Unit Four, Fordingbridge Site,
Main Road, Barnham, Bognor Regis,
West Sussex P022 OHD U.K.
Tel: (+44)01243 545111/2
Fax: (+44)01243 542457
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QUARTZ CRYSTALS
QUARTZ CRYSTALS 100 KH2

100 MHZ at low cost. Full list
available and technical advice.
Electronic Design Associates.
Tel: 0181-391-0545. Fax: 0181391-5258

ABLE

TELEPHONE 012121'21157

Professional PLL transmitter, Stereo Coder, and
Compressor/Limiter kits licensable in the U.K.
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Also very stable VFO transmitter kits. Prices
from under £10 and a 'Ready Built' service is
available. Contact us for a free brochure

To Advertise in the next
months issue of ETI
call Kelly Helsey

including prices and more detailed information.
18 Victoria St. Oueensbury. BRADFORD. BD13 1AR

01442 266551

Tel 01274 816200 Email veronica@legend.co.uk
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MICRO - ISP
In -system 8051 Programming in a FLASH!
Now supports the AVR Microcontroller Family
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Plancentre Publications. Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industnal Estate.
Dymock Road.
Ledbury.
Herefordshire. HR8 2HS
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Code development for the 8051 family could not be easier. Simpi,
plug the 'Socket Stealer Module" into your existing 8051 socket arr.:
then use the Micro-ISP Programmer to download code (and data) to vi,..
target rrocrocontroller without even removing it from the target socke.
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Around the

Corner
ntil recently, the major
advances in DVD (digital
versatile disc) seemed to
have been in the area of
hype. Now we can see that
a clear standard and development path
has been laid out, and already some PCs
incorporate DVD drives instead of CD-rom
drives. Of course, the DVD drives can also
read CD -rums.
The basic single sided single layer
D.
which is available now, holds seven
the data of one Compact
gigabytes per single side.

Are CDs obsolete?
Refinements incorporated in DVD as
compared with CD-rom include smaller pit
dimensions, a more closely -spaced track
and a shorter -wavelength laser (visible red
650 and 635 nanometre for DVD, as
against 780 nanometre infra red for CDrom). The lens system has also been
improved to give sharper focussing.
The improvements in the error
correcting technology are of great
importance. The Reed Solomon Product
Code error correction system on DVD
approximately ten times more robust than
the one on the current CD system.
At least some DVD systems are to be
rewnteable. Apart from the facts that DVD
is not yet widely available, and certainly not
in portable form, and that DVD discs are
larger than Minidises (see last month's
Round the Corner), DVD should be a more
attractive proposition for consumers
Whichever system is widely accepted,
so long as one of them is, then it may be
possible to buy your recorded music in a
different way in the future. For example,
you might choose your own track list and
have the computer in the record shop
make a custom Minidisc or DVD for you.
Or perhaps you would purchase and
download individual tracks over the
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by analysing the video
tan. Over 97 percent of
a that represent a video
undant. and can be removed
visibly harming picture quality.
As implemented for DVD. MPEG2
encoding is a two -stage process, where
the signal is first evaluated for complexity.
Then, higher bit rates are assigned to
complex pictures and lower bit rates to
simple pictures, using an "adaptive,"
variable bit -rate prorsis.s. The DVD format
uses variable bit rates with a range of up to
10 megabits per second. Although the
'average' bit rate for digital video is often
quoted as 3.5 megabits per second, the
actual figure will vary according to movie
length. picture complexity and the number
of audio channels required.
The picture is stored as component
video rather than in an encoded form,
which should open the door to higher
resolution television pictures. Certainly the
PAL system, as it is normally implemented,
loses almost half the horizontal detail which
could be available. Perhaps this is one
reason for the slow takeup of wide screen
televisions: the picture is big, but blurred
and short on detail. I have heard sour
comments that some people can get that
sort of picture lust by taking off their
glasses, so that the magic of wide-screen
has some way to go yet.
On the other hand, most people seem
to be happy with standard VHS recordings,
which lose much of the detail available in
PAL pictures. so maybe if DVD takes off as
a consumer music and video standard, it
wiN be because it is conveniently
backwards -compatible with CDs.
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SURELY NOT,
SURELY SOMEONE SOMEWHERE HAS

DEVELOPED A PORTABLE PROGRAMMER
THAT HAS EVEN MORE FEATURES, EVEN
GREATER FLEXIBILITY AND IS EVEN
BETTER VALUE FOR MONEY.
ACTUALLY, NO. BUT DON'T TAKE OUR
WORD FOR IT, USE THE FEATURE
SUMMARY BELOW TO SEE HOW OTHER
MANUFACTURERS' PRODUCTS COMPARE.

[DATAMAN-48LV
Plugs straight into parallel port of PC or
laptop
Programs and verifies at 2, 2.7, 3.3 & 5V

True no adaptor programming up to 48
pin DIL devices

Free universal 44 pin PLCC adaptor

[s4 GAL MODULE ]
Programs wide range of 20 and 24 pin
logic devices from the major GAL vendors

Supports ADE( files from all popular
compilers

MONEY -BACK

30 DAY TRIAL
If you do not agree that these truly are the
most powerful portable programmers you can
buy, simply return your Dataman product

within 30 days for a full refund

Built-in world standard PSU - for go -

anywhere programming
Package adaptors available for TSOP,
PSOP, OFP, SOIC and PLCC

Optional EPROM emulator

,DATAMAN S4

3 year parts and labour guarantee

Windows/DOS software included
Free technical support for life

1300 3207
EN

l&

Next day delivery - always in stock
&der today, get it tomorrow!

Dedicated UK supplier, established 1978
Programs 8 and 16 bit EPROMs,
EEPROMs, PEROMs, 5 and 12V FLASH,

Still as unbeatable as ever. Beware of

Boot -Block FLASH, PICs, 8751

cheap imitations. Beware of false

microcontrollers and more

promises. Beware of hidden extras.

EPROM emulation as standard

If you want the best, there's still only one

Rechargeable battery power for total

choice - Dataman.

portability

Order via credit card hotline - phone

All -in -one price includes emulation

today, use tomorrow.

leads, AC charger, PC software, spare

library ROM, user-friendly manual

Supplied fully charged and ready to use

Alternatively, request more detailed
information on these and other market leading programming solutions.
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DATAiraiin
Dataman Programmers Ltd, Station Rd,
Maiden Newton, Dorchester,
Dorset, DT2 OAE, UK
Telephone +44/0 1300 320719
Fax +44/0 1300 321012
BBS +44/0 1300 321095 (24hr)

Modem V.34N.FCN.32bis
Home page: http //www.dataman com
FTP: ftp dataman.com
Email: sales@dataman.com
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